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ABSTRACT

This report sumarizes the work performed during the last three years on

an ARO sponsored contract with NCSU for the purpose of Investigating the

potential of compound semiconductor and heterojunction devices for

[millimeter-wave sources. Both two-terainal DIPATT and three-terminal MISFET

structures wore considered. A series of theoreticl device models were

developed and used to investigate device performance. Non equilibrium effects

were considered with the use of a theoretical Monte Carlo transport model.

I- Prototype DIPATT devices were fabricated from GsInAs/InP grown by LPE and GaAs

layers grown by MBE and ON-CVD. The results of this program indicate that

compound semiconductors should be useful for milli eter-wave sources. In

f particular, both GaAs and InP IKPATT* should be capable of conversion

efficiency exceeding 10Z at 100 GCz. Three-terminal MISFET devices fabricated

I from InP, GaInAs and GaInAsP should be capable of producing useful gain

through at least 60-70 GOz. With sub-half micron gate-lengths, the upper

frequency of these devices could possibly reach 100 (Hz.
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I. SMARY o WORK

I The purpose of this research program was to investigate the use of

compound and heterojunction semiconductor devices for use as millimeter-vave

sources. Both two-terminal IMPATT devices and three-terminal FET type devices

[ were considered. The program consisted of both theoretical and experimental

efforts.

f A series of comprehensive and accurate theoretical device models were

developed and used to investigate the high-frequency potential of devices

f fabricated from various compound semiconductors. W(PATT devices fabricated

from GaInAs/InP, InP, GaAs and Si were investigated and predicted performance

compared. Device performance was investigated from the low microwave region

to over 100 GEz. In general, our studies indicate that GaAs is the optimum

material for maximizing device efficiency to a frequency of about 40 GHz, XnP

I" works best from about 40 Gz to 60 Gz and Si produces the greatest efficiency

for operation above 100 GHz. The use of heterojunction devices such as

GaInAs/InP shows considerable potential for device development and should be

further investigated. In the structure we investigated the GaInAs layer was

used to reduce the contact resistance to the p-type nP. Such a structure

[ should allow the attractive properties of InP for high-frequency operation to

be exploited. Our studies indicate that conversion efficiency greater than

IOZ should be obtainable at 100 GCa from devices fabricated from both GaAs and

[InP. Doping profile control, however, is critical and growth technology such

as MBE and/or OK-CVD will be required.

Our large-signal, numerical WATT device simulations are the first to

predict from basic transport phenomenon device conversion efficiency for GaAs

IRead-profile devices greater than 20Z at h-band. Raytheon has reported such

conversion efficiency for experimental had-profile devices and previous

-1 -
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theoretical calculations have not been able to achieve the experimentally

reported results. Our results are due to an improved method for determining

semiconductor material parameters. We use a theoretical Monte Carlo materials

simulation program to determine the required parameters. This technique

Sprovides a method for Investigating various semiconductors and examining

material potential. Using this technique we have obtained excellent agreement

I between the theoretical results and experimentally reported device

performance.

A MESFET device model has been developed and used to study the

fi high-frequency operation of three-terminal compound semiconductor devices.

Various semiconductors have been investigated including GaAs, InP, GaInAs,

GaInAsP, and AIlnAs. Generally we find that a high saturation velocity is

required for high gain and a high low-field mobility is required for low noise

Ifigure. Although InP is capable of high gain it suffers from high noise
performance. The optimum material for high frequency FET type devices appears

to be GalnAs. At 40 GCz a GatnAs transistor is capable of about 2 db more

" [ gain than a comparable GaAs device. In general, our studies indicate that

MESFET devices with half-micron Sate lengths should be useful to about 60-70

IGHz. Quarter micron gate length devices could possibly provide useful gain as
r high as 100 Gin. For operation above 70 GEz, however, novel device structures

I need to be investigated and developed.

High-frequency, nonequilibrium transport effects have been investigated

with theoretical Monte Carlo device simulations. These calculations have

helped provide insight into velocity overshoot and ballistic transport

phenomena. We find that ballistic or near-ballistic transport effects are not

I likely to result in Improved device performance. Our studies of the

A planar-doped barrier transistor, for example, reveal that this device is not

F I
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capable of performance comparable to that achieved from standard submicron

5 gate FETs. Nonequilibrium effects, however, may lead to novel device

structures. For example, the "ensemble effect" revealed in our calculations

(see paper 9 in the appendix) can be used to increase the average carrier

j velocity. By using multiple acceleration regions high average velocity over a

significant distance can be maintained. This subject is currently being

Iexamined in more detail.
Experimentally, we have grown epitaxial semiconductor layers of GaAs byI

MBE and O-CVD, and InP and GaInAs by OM-CVD and LPE. These layers have been

used for both characterization and device fabrication. We have fabricated

GaAs IMPATT diodes from MBE and GM-CVD material and GaInAs/InP devices from

LPE material. These diodes are being tested in a waveguide oscillator circuit

and their performance will be compared to commercial GaAs and Si diodes. We

have developed the facilities to completely RF characterize the devices.

Circuit design work has also been supported on this contract. Our

efforts have concentrated upon the development of circuit design techniques

that will optimize component performance in terms of gain-bandwidth tradeoffs

and parameter insensitive design. This work is summarized in the publications

attached to this report.

~i
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1I. GRADUAT STUDENTS

IThe following graduate students have been totally or partially supported

by the ARD on this contract:

1. J. M. Golio, Ph.D. awarded Spring 1983.
Thesis title: Ion-Implanted KIFZTa

I 2. A. N. Riddle, M.S. awarded Spring 1963

3. R. T. Reece, M.S. awarded Pall 1983

4. G. W. Rhyne, M.S. expected Spring 1984

5. P. K. Mock, Ph.D. In progress
Thesis topic: Millimeter-wave IMPATT Devices

6. M. A. Tischler, Ph.D. in progressI. Thesis topic: Novel High-Velocity Millimeter-Wave Devices

In addition, Dr. M. Steer, a Visiting Assistant Professor at NCSU, was

supported during the smmer of 1983 on this project.
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III. PUBLICATIONS

I A total of fourteen papers have been submitted for publication on this

project. Of these, twelve have been accepted and two are currently pending.

Reference information is listed below and copies of the papers are provided in

fthe appendix.
1. J. M. Golio and R. J. Trew, "Optimum Semiconductors for High-Frequencyand Low-Noise MESFET Applications," to be published in IEEE Trans.

Electron. Dev., October 1983.

2. M. A. Littlejohn, R. J. Trew, J. R. Hauser, and J. M. Golio, "Electron
Transport in Planar-Doped Barrier Structures Using an Ensemble Monte
Carlo Method," J. Vac. Sci. Technol. Bl(2), pp. 449-454, April-June 1983.

3. A. N. Riddle and R. J. Trew, "A Broad-Band Amplifier Output Network
Design," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. NTT-30, pp. 192-196,
February 1982.

4. A. N. Riddle and R. J. Trew, "Parameter Insensitive Matching Circuits for
Low Cost Integrated Circuits," 1983 IEEE HTT-S Digest, pp. 521-523.

5. J. M. Golio and R. J. Trew, "Profile Studies of Ion-Implanted MESFETs,"
1983 IEEE Millimeter-Wave Monolithic Integrated Circuits Symposium
Digest, pp. 22-26.

j6. Y. Takeda, M. A. Littlejohn, J. A. Hutchby and R. J. Trew, "Electron
Concentration and Alloy Composition Dependence of Hall Factor in
GaInAsP," Electronics Lett., vol. 17, pp. 686-688, September 1981.

7. A. N. Riddle and R. J. Trew, "Odd Order Impedance Matching Networks for
Low Cost Microwave Integrated Circuits," 1983 IEEE KTT-S Digest, pp.
459-461.

8. Y. Takeda, M. A. Littlejohn, R. J. Trew and J. A. Hutchby, "Effects of
Two Longitudinal Optical-Phonon Modes on Electron Distribution infGaInAsP," Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. 40, pp. 836-838, May 1982.

9. K. J. Trew, R. Sultan, J. K. Hauser and M. A. Littlejohn, "Ensemble Monte
Carlo Studies of High Field Spikes and Planar Doped Barrier Devices,"
accepted for publication in the Proc. on the 1982 Workshop on the Physics
of Subaicron Structures, Plenum Press.

10. J. M. Golio and R. J. Trew, "Profile Studies of Ion-Implanted NESFITs,"

to be published in the IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., January 1984.

11. J. K. Golio, G. N. Maracas, D. Johnson, R. J. Trew and N. A. Masnari, "A
Technique for Modeling Ion-Implanted GaAs MESFETs in the Presence of Deep
Levels," to be published in the Proc. of the 1983 Cornell Conf. on High

Speed Semiconductor Devices and Circuits.



I 12. 3. 11, Co11,, R. J. Trew, G. N. Mrcsand 11. Lefevre, "A Modeling
Technique for Characterizing ton-Implanted Material Using C-V and DLTS

Data," accepted for publication in Solid-State Electronics.

13. A. N. Riddjle.and R.. J. Trew, "A New Method of Tolerance Enhancement for
Filters and Amplifier Matching Networks," submitted to IEEE Trans.

Microwave Theory Tech.

14. A. N. Riddle and R.. J. Trew, "A Theory of Even and odd Order Low-Pass
Impedance Matching Filters," submitted to IEEE Trans. on Circuits and
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Optimum Semiconductors for High-Frequency
and Low NoiseMESFET Applicaions*

I J. M. Golio and R. J. Trew
Electrical Engineering Department
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, NC 27650

ABSTRACT

An analytic MESFET device model has been used to stutdy the optimum

Ivelocity-field characteristics of materials that are potentially useful

for millimeter-wave and low-noise MESFET applications. Materials of current

interest have been characterized and compared. Results explain the relative

importance of parameters such as low-field mobility and saturated velocity.

Differences between GaAs and Si performance are-explained and a number of

attractive compound semiconductors for high-frequency and low-noise device

fabrications are indicated.

* This work was partially supported by Rockwell International and

partially supported by the Army Research Office, under Contract
No. DAA G29-80-K-0080.
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The GaAs MESFET has been utilized in a variety of low-noise applications

at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies. Although GaAs performance has

3 been demonstrated beyond 30 GHz with corresponding minimum noise figures of

- about 4.5 dB (1,2), such operation appears to be approaching a limit for

practical operation of GaAs MESFET devices. For this reason, interest in

the use of other compound semiconductors is growing. Recently, special

interest has been given to both InP (3,4,5,6) and Ga.4 7 In 5 3 As (7,8,9).

The initial work with these semiconductors has been encouraging.

The purpose of this work is to determine which materials are most

likely to result in optimum millimeter-wave and low-noise MESFET performance.

The frequency and noise properties of these devices has been examined as a

function of electron low-field mobility and high-field velocity. To accomplish

this, a one-dimensional analytic model similar to the one reported by Pucel

et al. (10) has been employed.

MODEL ASSUrTIONS AND TECHNIQUE

The model used in this work assumes that the electron transport

properties of a material can be simulated by a two-piece velocity-field

relationship. The two-piece approximation (Figure 1) is defined from a

theoretical velocity-field characteristic determine" oy Monte Carlo techniques.

For electric fields less than an appropriate saturation field, Ema

f the electron velocity is described by a linear expression,

vm ij E .

0

For electric fields above E the electrons move at a constant, maximum velocity,
t3

v . The velocity-field curves for several materials are compared in Figure 2.

i. I Using this information, a small-signal equivalent circuit can be determined

and analysed to obtain RF performance predictions, including power gain and

noise figure as a function of frequency.

Ii
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For the first part of this study the theoretical model was used to

determine the relative importance of low-field mobility and high-field

velocity on HESFET performance. In particular, a one-micron sate length

geometry was assumed and the magnitudes of these semiconductor properties

were varied. Other material and. geometric properties of the device remained

constant. The effects that low-field mobility and maximum velocity have upon

device figures of merit were thus determined.

In the second part of the study, materials were characterized

according to their Monte-Carlo predicted properties. The Monte Carlo simulations

iused for this work have been well documented and are in excellent agreement
with experimental measurements (11,12).

f Low-field mobility for the various materials of interest is obtained

directly from Monte Carlo data. Determining the appropriate maximum velocity

j for materials is more involved.

The importance of developing a systematic, well-justified technique for

determining v has been discussed in earlier work (13) and in this study,

f such a method has been developed. The method involves numerical determination

of the carrier transit time under the gate using an exact velocity-field

.1relationship. It is then required that the transit time calculated assuming
a two-piece approximated velocity-field relationship be equal to that of the

exact analysis. This method yields a va for GaAs (doped to a level ND - 1017a

fin excellent agreement with the value obtained by Pucel (10). Table 1 gives

values for both low-field mobility and maxinum velocity determined in this way

S [ for several important materials. Note that both of these material parameters

will be doping dependent.

I
I-



The relative importance of low-field mobility and maximum velocity

I upon high-frequency and noise performance was investigated by independently

I varying these parameters and computing the gain-bandwidth product and

1 minimum noise figure. The gain-bandwidth product, fT' is a comonly quoted

I figure of merit for high-frequency devices and can be defined from first-

order considerations as

f T " gm/2wC gs

where gm is the device transconductance and C s is the gate-source

capacitance. The minimum noise figure computation is developed after

Pucel atcal. (10) and represents the minimum theoretical noise of the

intrinsic device. Since such noise sources as circuit losses and defect

states are ignored, the minimum noise figures here are somewhat lower than

those measured for lum GaAs devices today.

RESULTS

The variations of f and NF with low-field mobility is presented
T min

in Figure 3. The data for the fT curves is for devices biased with mISS

while the NFmin data is biased for minimum noise figure. Note that as Vc

is increased, the predicted device gain-bandwidth product increases rapidly

2
for values below about 2000 cm /vosec. For values in excess of this limit,

little or no improvement is observed. This information helps to explain why

j the frequency response for GaAs is much greater than that for Si, while

further increases in mobility might yield little improvement in that area.

ji Note, however, that increased mobilities do continue to significantly

deccease the predicted minimum noise figure

The variations of gain-bandwidth product and minimum noise figure

J with increasing maximum velocity is presented in Figure 4. The increase of

fT with v. is almost linear showing an order of magnitude increase in fT with

U.

~t1



a corresponding increase in v .. High maximum velocity semiconductors are 12

therefore the most desirable for improved high-frequency performance. It

should be noted, however, that in the range of maximum velocity for practical

semiconductors (i.e. lxlO7 - 2xl0 7 cm/sec) very little improvement in minimum

noise figure is made.

Finally, the material parameters corresponding to the IlI-V compounds

of Table 1 were used to simulate a 0.5 m gate length device. Maximum velocity

and low-field mobility were determined as outlined above, while the remaining

I necessary parameters were determined as described in reference (13). The

devices were examined at two different bias levels: biased for minimum

noise figure and biased for a drain current of 10 mA. Figure 5 illustrates

the available gain of the devices when biased for IDlOmA and the noise figure

I when biased for minimum noise figure. Refering to Table 1, it can be seen

that ranking of materials by superior gain predictions corresponds exactly

to the ranking by highest maximum velocity, while the materials which show

superior noise properties are those with highest low-field mobility.

1 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a number of semiconductor compounds have been characterized

I and compared. The relative importance of the transport properties as described

by low-field mobility and saturation velocity has been examined. The results

indicate that for optimum high-frequency response, high-field particle

I velocity is more critical than low-field mobility. Thus, a material such as

InP may be favored. Similarly, for optimum low-noise performance, it is

[low-field mobility which seems to be most influential. Therefore, a material

such as Ga 47 In. 53As may be preferred. U
.47'
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Table 1: Low-field mobility, p., and saturation velocity, vm, for several
materials. Values are appropriate for I um devices doped to a
level ND - 1017cm -3 .

I.
Material Ui0 (cm 2/v-sec) vm(l0 ca/sec)

Si 500 1.00

j Ga As 4660 1.30

InP 3490 1.84

Ga 4 7 n.5 3As 8900 1.31

SAl. 4 7 In 5 3 s 5050 0.99

4

Ir

SI

i

* [ r
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I

1 Figure 1 Carrier velocity as a function of electric field for GaAs
doped to ND - 1017cm- 3 .

Figure 2 Static velocity - field characteristics for a number of
semiconductors of interest. The doping level is ND - 1017 cm-3 .

Figure 3 Model predictions of gain-bandwidth product and minimum noise
figure as a function of low-field mobility. Other material para-
meters used are appropriate to GaAs doped to ND - 1017 c - 3 .

f Figure 4 Model predictions of gain-bandwidth product and minimum noise
figure as a function of maximum velocity. Other material para-
meters used are appropriate to GaAs doped to ND - 1017 c 3 .

Figure 5 Model results of minimum noise figure and available gain as
a function of frequency for several materials of current interest.
The noise figure data is for devices biased to obtain minimum
noise figure, and the available gain. information is for devices
biased at ID - 10 mA.

i
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Electron transport In planar-doped barrier structures using an ensemble
Monte Carlo methods)

*M. A. Littlejohn, R. J. Trew, J. R. Hauser, and J. M. Golio

Department of Electrical Engineerin& North Carolina State Uninsity Raleigh. North Carolina 27650

(Received 6 December 1982; accepted II January 1983)

An ensemble Monte Carlo method is used to simulate electron transport through narrow high
field regions which occur in planar-doped barrier devices. These structures can achieve average
velocities substantially higher than the static drift velocity corresponding to average electric field.
Increased velocites in these structures &rise primarily from two physical mechanism. These
mechanisms are (1) velocity overshoot and related ensemble hot electron effects, and (2) an
ensemble effect due to the collecting nature of the low field/high field boundary, which is not due! to hot electrons. Ballitic-like transport can occur through narrow high field spikes. However,
ballistic transport is not the major contributor to high ensemble average velocities due to

scattering in regions adjacent to the high field spike. Ensemble average velocities at a given point.
in a device are influenced by the field distribution ahead of this point as well as that behind it.

PACS numbers: 73.40.Lob 85.30.Mn

I. INTRODUCTION field distribution leads to a triangular electron potential en-
Thestudy oftransport in seniconductors on short time (-1I ergy barrier in the conduction band. Current flow through
pa) and distance (x_-. 1 pm) scales has identified velocity the barrier is asymetrical with applied voltage when the two
overshoot' and ballistic transport' as potential mechan- n regions have difereant widths.
isms for increasing carrier velocity. Such studies receive im- Two barriers can be c to form a three terminal
petns from advances in lithography and materials growth planar-doped barrier transistor.' .'1 The field profile for an
techniques, as well as the desire to realize innovations and ideal planar-doped barrier transistor is shown in Fig 1. Ty-
improvemnts in high speed, high frequency devices. pical dimensions are specified. The base width is 0.2 pm, the

The planar-doped barrier is a majority carrier rectifying emitter-base junction width is 0.25 pm, and the collector-
structure which is potentially capable of high speed applica- base junction width is 0.45 pm. The area charge density is
tions based on hot electron transport phenomena. 3 Since 5.5 X C/cm 2 for the emitter-base junctionp 4 acceptor
majority carrier transport occurs over dimensions less than plan, and 3.8 X l0- C/cm for that of the collector-bae
0. 1 Atm and through narrow high field spikes, the planar- junction. Figure 1 also shows the field profile whik results
doped barrier can possibly exhibit both velocity overshoot from an emitter-base forward bias of 0. 15 V and .i-tor- -

and ballistic transport. Other ensemble effects not specifdcal- base reverse bias of 0.3 V. The equilibrium bstve-w heights
ly due to hot carriers can also enhance the dynamcvelocity are 0.2 eV for the emitter-base junction and 0.15 eV for the
response.' 3 The purpose of this paper is to discuss transport collector base junction.
mechanisms in planar-doped barriers using data obtained
from ensemble MonteCarlo simulations. The results suggest Ill. SIMULATION OF A PLANAR-DOPED BARRIER
that the dominant transport effects are velocity overshoot TRANSISTOR
and ensemble effects due to the low field/hih field bondar- Field profiles of the form shown in Fig- 1 are used in the
ies and the field distribution. simulations. An ensemble of electrons (typically 2000-

1 AM10 000) is released at x - 0. This ensemble is transportedII, IIODEL across the transistor to the collector boundary. During

The details of the ensemble Monte Carlo method have transport, the electrons undergo scattering according to the
been described previously.' The capability to include nonun- normal GaAs scattering mechanims. 4 The region O<x<L is
iform spatially varying electric field distributions has been subdivided into equally spaced regions of width Ax - L IM,
incorporated into the Monte Carlo procedure."41 In this where M is typically 100. Smaller spacings are used for the
paper, we employ a series of electric fied "steps," which very narrow field spikes. Each particle in the ensemble is
represent the ideal fied distribution in a planar-doped bar- tracked and the ensemble average velocity in each Ax bin is! r tranwisor. " I accumulated. A particle reaching the collector-bae junction

The planar-doped barrier is an n '  -p -n- I structure with a kinetic energy lower than the collector-base barrier
grown by molecular beam epitaxy.'"' 2 Thep + region is thin height is removed from the ensemble. A particle can initially
enough to be depleted of free carrier. Also, the lihtly doped traverse the collector-base barrier and then be b:chscattered
n regions are ngilibly doped compared to the p mgion into the base. Ifsuch a partidcle approaches the collac-torbase
The negative ch i nthep layer is neutraliad by positive harrer agp with les kinetic energy than the brier heght,
bod charge in the two heavily doped a regio. If an it is then removed from the ensemble. Thus, the ensembleimpul charg detsty is wum, the resulting step electric average velocity of prwle which reach the collector is

S44 A Vi. 0l TWal.L 3 1 (1 AIpr.-.me IM 0734.111 -MAD/O4 S4e lg IM Amfeshl Vaim Sesiay 40
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Zero mice

E. -- C. iv Forward

CS 00 R~ev~evelocity varies slightly, and the fourth region is the base-
Flo . 2 O. dDtibt o0 . . cm/s for over 0. 1 pm. The details of these regions will be

DISTANCE 
ts.M1 discussed in the next section. Also, curve (c) in Fig. 2 shows

FG1.Electric field ditiuinv itnei nielpo-oe a- the ensemble velocity for a transistor with a base width of
rie- transistor with and without bias voltages. 250 A (a other parameters remain fixed). The results are

similar to curve (a), with the velocity in the base increasing to
above 2.5 x 107 cm/s in this case-

*computed. Unless otherwise stated, all calculations present- Using data of the type shown in Fig. 2, the transit time r
ed will be for GaAs with material parameters used previous-. across the device has been calculated as a function of base

*ly.' width. Values of 1- are shown in Table I for two different
Figure 2 (curve (a)] shows ensemble average velocity for a values of collector-base barrier height. Also shown in Table I

planar-doped barrier transistor with 1000kAbase width and is the value off=-(2rT)-'. while f is not the true cut-off
300 A widths for the emitter and collector high field spike frequency for the device, it represents a lower bound to the
regions. For convenience, the indicated field polarity is posi- cut-off frequency. The values of 1- in Table I properly reflect
tive downward in this and subsequent figures. Also, the the emitter- and base-transit times. However, the actual col-
emitter-base and collector-base barrier heights are 0.21 and lector transit time will be shorter. Thus, Gams planar-doped
0.05 eV, respectively and the n ' regions illustrated in Fig. 1 barrier transistors should operate above 30 GHz with base
are assumed to have zero thickness for these simulations. In widths less than 0. 1 /Am. Table I also shows corresponding

gion pro oteeitrbs ihfedspike where the ye- ing the collector and NE is the number with insufficient ener-

locty apilyrimto bov 2x 17cm/s. The second is the gy to cross the base-collector barrier. The values of Nc/NE,
regonwitintheemtte-bse ig fildspike where the ye- can be equated with the d-c common emitter current gain

locity rapidly rises to between (3-4) x l0W cm/s and then falls based on a simple transport model'3 In the simulations, cur-
to elo 2 10 CMS. hethird reinis the base where the rent gain greter,than ten can be achived in planiar-doped

a) 1000 A Bss. Width

(C)-4

3- M 3- F m Esmble averop veilocity
0 [-cuv (af] end e &cMc il dis-rb.

tion [curve(bJ vs diitmacear a laAs
J planar-doed barir tramuistar with a

2 bue width of 1000 k. Curv (cl ibms
0 muwnmble -acrss velocity foe a devIce

I,, - 4 with abestewidth of 250A
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barrier transistors with bane widths less than about 1000 A.semble velocities reach a maximumn of between 2.7 X 10' and
Figure 3 shows the ensemble average velocity for a struc- 3.8 x 10' cm/s within the high field region, depending on the

ture with material parameters the sume as Gao.,? In3 A" field value. Also, the ensemble velocities decrease rapidly
for three different values of intervalley energy separatio before the high-to-low field transition occurs. Outside theJ erL. The device parameters are the same as, those in Fig. 2 high field region, the ensemble velocities for step field values
with base width - 1000 A. Until the final field step in the of 20 and 40 kV/cm stay sbove the steady state velocity (V)
collector region, the transport in this material is not drasti- for the I kV/cm background field. This behavior is tinex-
caily different from that of GaAs. In the coilector, the veloc- pected based on the expected quick acceleration propsoed
ity transition and final velocity value is greatly influenced by for the planar-doped barrier transistor."1 In this picture the
4 efl,. This illustrates that transport in this region is in- emitter-base-high field region is kept small enough (= 150-

fenced by velocity overshoot. " Also, increased speed and 300 A) so that collisions are unlikely. These electrons are
feunyperformance can be expected in plana-doped bar- then ballistically launched into the base region where they

rier transistors fabricated from such central valley dominat- are expected to travel up to 0.3 lpm before losng a large
± d atrilsas0 8 ~ 4 iafras6 Of miti.2 While Fig. 4 shows that the ye-

ed materals as G~n~s.',locity in the baseis higher than V., for fields of 20and 40 kV/
IV. DISCUSSION OF TRANSPORT MECHANISM cm, and that it can stay high for a substantial distance (Le, a

In te rgio tothelef ofthe miter-em ighfl~~ ~ few hundred angstroms), the ensemble velocities are lower
there is a large increase in the ensemble average velocity.
This velocity increase has been shown to be due to the coi-
leCting nature of the emitter-base high field boundary.' 3 A -. o
carrier which crosses into the region x > 0.2 ism has a low,
probability of being scattered beck into the low field region-
x < 0.2 ism. The probability for such isackacattering de- SCLM ATa . ff
creases as the barrier height of the emitter-bae high field
spike region increases. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which
shows the ensemble average velocity for high fiold spikes 3~
with barier heights of .06, 0.12, and 0.3 eV. The Monte
Carlo data points for an ideal collecting barrier are also
shown. These data points were geneated in a Separate
Monte Carlo simiulation for wich all particles rehing
x - 0.2 pmn were removed. The 0.06 eV barrier is nom quite
an ideal collecting boundary, while the 0. 12 and 0.3 eV bar-0
riots are essentially ideal. Our simulations have shown that a 01 __________________
barrier height of 0.1eV or grameacts a an ideal collecting 0 0.1 .0.

boundary in planar-doped barie structures For barrier
heights greater tha 0. 1 eV, ther are very few particles at the P.4. BeeiI ampr vulocity vs diseae for hig Aid spikes. The
boundary which have negaiveloiis detinwi 6ai heaaidu hr the spikes we 20 Moven (curve (all 40kVMe.

(cm~basd 100kV/m ien (wwcpoesadinsaanODAcf0 Theovalues of
*The data shown in Fig. 4 also relae to transport in the V. I - islose doss sa ve locity in the I kY/rn back-

base regio of the planar-doped Warier transisor The en- -asi A"

A. Van SGL To~el &, YeLt N&. 2. Apr.-Amae IMK
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• I I I eV, the energy separation between the central (r) and sWte-
-~4 a' t u'VALLEY lite (L) valleys W4en) in G&Ws. Questions then arise a to,,'.CLUo6 "---4 why intervalley scattering affects the velocity and energy

REMOVD shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The energy shown in
ILD0ISTIRIBU Fig. 5 is total ensemble average energy for all particles in

both r and L valleys. We have previously shown that the
T distribution of carriers in the r valley extends to much high-

.- er energies than the ensemble average kinetic energy for
-. fields well above the threshold field." This energy redis-

tribution occurs very rapidly (t-.S pa) when electrons are
injected into a high field region. Thus, for the cases illustrat-
ed in Figs. 4 and 5, the energy distribution in the F valleyI I i i . extends to enrge well above. mn, isad intervaley swane-

0 DO a.3 ing is important in spite of the fact that the enemble average
DITANCE fp,) kinetic energy is well below A1L.

SI5. E nM avese kinetic Cup vs disance for a Ald spike of 70 For the fields and dimensios considered, the dominantMVcmo~ 300 k ith--d wfmt i-ste iy caurin scattering mechanisms in the GaAs planar~doped barier
transistor are polar optical scattering ionized impurity scat-

by a factor of 2 than would be anticipated based on the quick tering, and intervalley scattering. " Intervalley scattering is
acceleration argument highly sotropic, while polar optical scattering and oized

As proposed in the quick acceleration model, our simula- impurity scattering are primarily small angle scattering
tions show that the ensemble can be accelerated ballistically events.1" If isotropic scattering becomes a significant frac-
through the emitter-base high field region. This is illustrated tion of the scattering events in the base them will be a large
in Fig. 5, which shows ensemble average kinetic energy ver- number of electrons which are backscattered toward and
sus distance through a 70 kY/cm, 300 A high field spike. into the emitter-bae high AId spike reion. Since most of
When the L (Ill 1) conduction band minimum is removed theme carriers do not cros the barrier back into the emitter
from the simulation, the ensemble average kinetic energy at region, their negative velocities lower the ensemble average
the edge of the high field spike is 0.21 eV. This is the energy velocity in both the bae region and in the emitter-bae high
gained ballistically from an electron traveling 300 A in a 70 field spike region. This is apparently the mechanism for ve-
kV/cm field. The ensemble actually travels ballistically for a locity reduction in these regions (Fig. 4). The increase in
distance of about 350 A since the energy does not change intervalley scattering is enhanced because the energy relaxa-
abruptly when the field Changes. However. when the upper tion time is lIe. Since the ensemble average energy in the
isatellite) valley is included, the ensemble i not abase region remain high over substantial distance, the
to the ballistic energy, but reaches a maximum of about .16 scattering rate for intervalley scattering remains high until
eV. In both cases the kinetic energy decay occurs over a the energy decays suficiently. The scattering rate decreases
relatively long distance, indicating a large energ relaxation as the energy decreases, which further prolongs the energy
time. relaxation.m

In Figs. 4and 5, the energy which can be ballistically im- Figure 6 further illustrates these points. The ensemble
parted to an electron from the field spikes are les than 0.33 average velocity is shown for a 20 kV/cm step field occurring

S I
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W wa vs dsaaofor 20 kV/cmstop
2 M.. j id (cam (a)l and a 20 kY/M

0~ W IOM A, geld spike (cuma (bl).

OF

at x - 0.1 ism and for a field spike of 20 kV/cm atx - 0. 1 ensmble effiect which is not predicted using single particle
ism with a width of 0. 1 p~m. For x > 0. 1 pmi, the ensemble ballistic or scattering models.
average velocity for the step field is larger than the ensemble
velocity for the field spike The potential baWi= for the field V. CONCLUSIONS
step is 0.2 eV across the 0. 1 pin distance, which is mor tha Me GaAs planair-doped barrier transistor is a three ternri-
adequate to prevent backscattered particles frmrx nal devc scapable ofope m gat frequencies above 30 GHz.
the barrier into the region x < 0. 1 #m. However, the poten- Ballistic transport, velocity overshoot, and ensemble effects
tial barrier decreases linearly for the field step,. and is 0.4 eV lplay a role inthe phisofthis deie Based on the
at m-0.3jpm and 0.6 eV forx = 0.4pum. Thus, carriers in the results presented here factors which should be incorporated
region x > 0.2 ism n m aore readily backacattered into0 th in device desiga me (a) the emitter-base barrier height should
region 0.1 ~x<0.2pm for the field sike than for the 3"e be greater than about 0. 1 eV, (b) the bane width should be less
field. Also, Fig. 7 shows the ensemble average energy for than about 1000 A. (c) the product of field tinsea distance in
these two field profiles. The ensemble average energy a the emtter-base field spike should be less than one-half the
graterfor the step field in the regionx> 0.2 pm becaus the potential due to intervalley energy separation, and (d) mate.
carriers gain additional energy from the higher fieIl.Te r~wt ih Uyi eaain hudb used
decay to steady state is faster because the amount of energy to increbse the velocity in the collector-ase junction.
loscs required for the step field distribution to reach steady
state is less tan for the fid spike.

Thus, isotropic scattering plays a mace role in real space
tranisfer device by reducing the ensmbie averag velocities
in the base region and in the emitterbuse high Aild spike 11 wa wa - j b he Ofmo Novel RWGmah Adbsta.
region. The efiecta ofisotropic scattering an transport in real Vhbo sak C40=0u M&. N0014-M44A sad by do. U.S Army
space tansfer devices and other quick acceleratio schemes Ruuh01 RamocuhTtbn* ead6 No I~tCoIinm =srCWUMa
cannot be eliminated. However, to a firs approumetion, Wt 1 AA 94..O5regin cn b .. '5.. lawk . Tm Zboam. Dinvs MD-. 652 (1972j

mooed by limiting the energy which can be imported baliIIti- '5S Kruiurind I. FRa, L. AffL fty. dlK 4W6(19M59

and d is the width of the accelerating fiel regio&. This was 4J Pry TrbWWD (113D Wuagma. D.C. 9110L. pp. 613-417.
the cms for echb value of Ar in Fit. 3, aid Is the reson V. M sad L F. Ens. M33 TM Miave. Devig 3MX
ther that the MitWer Ad base-region transport are not af- (i Mn~
feesa by j r.,L.It is important to n"Me that tranpO f& 'ID. L. Fry. I. Zmuin.. P Lsh. sd IL Grobin. 133 Nun..
distriutio ofc-rer in a device (mnable transpOrt it De'ht~s UL.2 2254 M(9Ii
inalhieced by the fiaid dbtraution both behind mdheao 'K 11* N. Dmdds. L F. RK. X 0. V. Wad.r 314al

Me C. WOML ruhn. JD (3DM WWaRMap D.C.. 19609 pp.
thesmaa diphowe t of the distribution This is at unique 6Ia-Wt.
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A Dro*&BDan Ampliie Output Network Design tion by reducing standing waves within the amplifier. Although
lossy broad-band gain-compensating networks are often usedj ALFY N. RIDDLE AND IL. I. TREW, misaa Iiss (IJ.].[4J, explicit, analytic design techniques for these networks

Akwht-A snde edg =@W fo a W go~s~sndig have not been reported.
P u I m -A OIW dosIgn mIbi of b a hk l ons .c.usu , Th paper preents an output circuit design based upon a.v

imioe -s W uq uid th i M s ad b0U7 we~~5U matching network combined with a bandpass/bandstop diplewe.
to~I at dw F w.aftli of Fs I baw uInh lo PC a sarsut network contain bac ike drain supply induc-

=p~kr I -li 1%s -o~k obd SW of IS~UA tamc and the dc blocking capacitor, which s needed in any

L. bNMOOUCIION decrased. However, this network is similar to that used in (21

Lsygain-compensating output networks can provide lower and (3) in that the supply voltage is inserted through a quarter-1 input reflection coefficients. a lower amplifier noise figure. and a wavelength shunt stub and a series resistor. This method results
more predictable amplifier design (I]. The resistive nature of this in greater stability and ttzsbility for the amplifier.
type of network may also improve amplifier stability and distor- A bandpass/bandstop dipiexer is more useful than a aimple

low-pass/bigfrpass diplaer because it provides an exact match

= r= .~y 17.191 rein Sewir9 91 at one frequency, and vim arbitrary amount of attenuation (limited
Theambr, s wth inb Dupu~j o ft mC Q~f Nw only by network elerent Q 's) at any frequency. Diplexing net-

Carolin Si. Uamay. Risish, NC 276S30 works may be used in either input or output networks depending4

ODl3-941/82/0200.192S0.75 01982 IEE



frpeuny in tretuftheisrinls ti network. -L,. a,

the lowest frequency of interest IL' is calculated and subtrate L9 CS
from the total loss desired for gain compensation ILr to give the F-o
loss required of the diplezer IL,. This may be expressed as

where ILr,<f)=O=1L,(fm)=IL,(,1 ), and MAG(f) is the
maimnum available Sain of the device and input network at the M
specified frequency. In this papea, insertion loss is in decibels.
and is with P respect to the maimum power available from a 50.0
source This simple two-paint method of compensaiou works Fi. 2. Resoen daplmr octwo for buy seen oeopaaoca.

wen for the gradual gain versus frequency slope of sinle-stag
amplifiers. The diplexer center frequency is f,. and the diplexe
bandwidth is determined by the required loss IL,, at IL* in

A standard parallel AC network equivalent circuit is denived L,
for the trasistor output impedance. This circuit may be derived t -
in a conventional manna from S22(fN) in the unilateral case. A t C
from the conjugate of the output match reflection coefficient for
miiu nows at f, or from the conjugate of the complete
match reflection coefficient at I,,. In the v matching network 2V
shown in Fig. 1. An and C, are derived from the transistor output
admittance. It is worth noting that L2 consists, at least in part, of ~ 4f
the bonding wire to the trasisor chip from the microstrip O
Circiat The equations for this matching network are derived by Fit 3. Distbuud form of oumput uwork for )ony pan wmnpmeomo.

separasing the network at node A in Fig. I and writing esxptes-
sicas fee the impedances looking towards; X0 and RL. Real and where 2 = u,,L2. Since the diplexer presents a constant 50OD to
imaginary (one direction being conjugate) parts are equated to this network, this insertion loss is affected mainly by changes in
obtain a match. Thus, we have the elements of the transistor output equivalent circuit. The FET

00= WMOC (2) design shown later suffered very little from an 85-percent change
in its output conductance across the Operating frequency range.

Q2L - HR C .1+)1l (3) In these situations an average output conductance weighted to-
JNL1ft0 O ]ward the top of the frequency range may be useful. The mismtch

of the r network atIL has not been found to disturb the diplexer's
C , . (3a) characteristics. The desired diplexe loss IL,, atfL determines the

wNR L. diplexe bandwidth by the reigtion

L= & + An (4) Bl= M - )/ (7)

where of-2fjm.whccoafmte
The insrinlssfrti nework may be derived by descib-

ing the network a an AICD matrix seen from RL. The matrix IL lol I (7a)
elements may be converted to S-parameters via the relation [5I I+I-~L (

i,0 rttLA(jw)Ro+ D(JWh)RL+ 5(j.)+C(j)ORL where ML, is a svenmer and the bandwidth BW is
(5) normal ed This equationa is a rearranged form of the insertion

loss for a simple resonant network. The equas presented
and expressdas aninsertion lossin dcibels by below for the diplexerto Fig. 2 may be found inamy network

IL,(je)- IOlogjS21(ju)I' syfntheis text [61

4OL
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Pbj f 7. M MU - 101 44.0-0-0H low -n cin uqif w da ri oblhe (a)

BjA acul dgeil with aPtliud imntvasass in Peratmis. MIgs the MAO of the MRF901 was 8.0 dB at 2.0 ~Hz and 13.8 dB at
5 and 7 A&W the dWaactdaics Of A two-stag cascde of each 1.0 GHz 5.8 dB of insertion lows was reqluired of the output
amup~fer .befous and after optimizatiom, with the aclid lines network at 1.0 OHL. Tis insertiou lows was composed of 1.05 dB

rusn opthimtin of v network Ioss and 4.75 dB of dipleze loss. The diplexer loss
The MRFIl ampler was designed for minmusm input re- of 4.7s dB determined a bandwidth of 1.065. Figs. 4 and 5

02Acomplete j co &W t10 n . GLBcmeW redwtahi obnaino de n input network with les
transisto's input drovit qPsa-rd- as a dominantly inductive Predictable rsults. Figs. 5(A), (b)i and (c) show mamms of
swim-talcum d"s1it, an iteratve Smith Chart prosedive was * 1.4 dB of gain Variation around 16.8-aD gain, 1.78:1 input
mad to design the input network The output network was VSWR.. and 61:1 output VSWL
designed iomdling to the sqnations of the previous section. Sunc The HFET-1 101 amplifie was designed for nmum masse
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figure in the 4.0 to 6.0-GlHz frequency range with a mnaximum flat (61 F. F. KU.. Nenwk 4rwdvsr ak Smad.t New York: Wilecy. ite6. p.

gain. The analytic approach used in [21 was the basis of the input 4011.. rwwaw irs, e or:Dvr

published data at 4.0 and 6,0 GHz. The network element values 154. Apr. 1972, p. 25.
were derived from an n =3, 0.0 1-dB ripple, Chebyshev, low-pass
prototype (8]. The first impedance inverte (K31) was omitted
from the final design because its 50.75 2 impedance contributed
little to the overall match.

The transistor output equivalent circuit was derived from the
conjugate of the reflection coefficient for a matched output with
minmu nomse Te unilateral gan approximation as described

in (91 wasl used to find the maximum amplifier gain at 4.0 and 6.0
0Hz. The source reflection coefficient derived from the conjugate
of the transistor input equivalent circuit at 4.0 and 6.0 GHz was
used in this unilateral gain approximation. This required 3.55 dE
of loss at 4.0 0Hz. A maximumt gain of 8.45 dB at 6.0 0Hz was
expected for the amplifier. The diplexer network needed to
provide 2.85 dB of the 3.55411 loss and so a normalized band.
width of 0.864 was used. Although the cascade of two identical
singe-stage amplifiers provided acceptable results without adjust-
menit of any of the circuit elements, optimization improved the
gain flatness and output reflection coefficient. The noise figures
of 2.1 dB and 4.0 G11z and 2.3 dB at 6.0 0Hz were changed to
1.9 dD at 4.0 Giz and 2.48 dB at 6.0 GHU during optimization.
The relatively high VSWR of this amplifier's input, as shown in
Fig. 7(b), is due topidn an optimum source impedance for

equivalent circit ofhe device is a parallel RC network. There-
fore, bipolar transistor amplifiers operating well below the device's
fT may contain the circuit just presented as an input matching
network.

IV. CONCLUSION
A simple output network was shown to simuitaneously provide

gain-compensation and a predictable amplifier design. The feasi-
bility of this design method wasl demonstrated by cascading two
identical single-stage amplifiers; and calculating the total ampli-
fier S-parameters before and after optimization. Although the
input and output networks were designed by treating the ampli-
fier as if these networks did not interact, the actual results agreed
well with simple theory. Explicit formula for the design of
lumped and distributed output networks were presented.

AcKNowmBmimNr

The excellent work of typist Ms. N. Tyson is greatly applied-
ated by the authors.

III Noel Mmnuall. Op"nooft moulft-sla =*Mplf for Iow-rnouae.- Afkm-

vwt". pp. 62-64. Apr. 1974. pp. 60--64. May 1974.
a(2) C. A. Elek and Ill. L Tlosen. -Deui and perrnance of suucrowave

soliln ih a~ ebtit-Ca fd-efottrnolm IEEE Tram,.
Ikreuwuf he TWor fc.. vol. MT-22. pp. 510-517. " May7.

(31 Di. P. Hornibuckie anid L J. Kulilman. If.. -Braad-Band roodium-power
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Tram. Micmwaue Thaw.' raA. vol. WIT1124. pp. 338-342. Jun, 1976.
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(SI worA ft. v OgnAn. huvol. WAfia4 ppe. New21 Yoan: 1976l.970
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ABSTRACT gonality to increase our tolerance. The folowing
equation vill prove useful. and is derived assuming

A now theory for increasing the tolerance of L(f) - R + J X (f):
matching netvorks to load variations is presented.

This theory is based on matching the angles of the aSLj(f), S2 1(f) S2(f) (1)

changes in S11(f) due to frequency and load variations, -bx (f) 2 ZL (f)

and its use can double allowed device tolerances in
many cases. As a byproduct, this theory also shows why Figure 1 show the center of the reflection coefficient

Chebyshev matching filters have poor tolerances. Exam- plane vith a circle enscribIng the maximum tolerable

plea are gLvem shoving as much as an order of mgnitude reflection, rmax. A point, Stl(f O ) is located inside
Improvement In circuit tolerances. this circle and represents a point on the curve of

input reflection coefficient versus frequency for the

amplifier. Increases and decreasee in the device reac-

INTRODUCTION tance. typically the input capacitance, will cause the
point St(f o ) to ove. This differential movement is

The manufacture of microwave amplifiers, mixers given exactly by equation (1) for any netvork describ-

and oscillators must include component and device tol- able via S-parameters.

erances In the design procedure-if lover cost and more
reliable circuits are to be produced.. A new theory for

maximizing the tolerance of matching networks to load
variations is presented here. The tolerance of Sjj(f) .
to variations in the load, or any other component, is (fo
maximized when the variations cause a change in Sjl(f) - "
that LS perpendicular to the. direction of S 1 1(f). 0 o
Knowledge of che angles of the differential changes in ,
S1L(f) with frequency and load variations allow the
design of matching networks with a maximum tolerance
over a beand of frequencies. *

The concern here is to maximie the tolerance of a
circuit to variations in the active device used. For

the lossleas networks discussed hre, it has been found
that the magnitude and frequency variation of the input
reflection coefficient determines the sensitivity to Figure 1. Reflection plane. .The circle of aximu
load variations. Siple formulae are presented for tolerable reflection, rmx,. and the circuit
both differential and large change sensitivities in reflection coefficient at fo, S11(fo) are

terme of S-parmters. These formulae, along with the shown. The dashed and alternating lines
nature of matching networks allows us to establish show the minimum and axisum absolute

worst case tolerances, and show how mtching networks changes in Sll(f o ) , respectively.

capable of doubling the typical worst case load tol-
erance may be designed. Also, the rapid changes with The alteruating line of Figure I shows the maximum

frequency due to the ripples of a Chebyshev network sylietric tolerance about the point Sl(fn). The

will be shown to decrease its tolerance relative to dashed line of Figure I shows an seymetric tolerance

what is possible with matching networks using a flat which for practical purposes should be limited to its

mismatch equal to the peak of the Chebyshev. Simula- maximum symetric variation. This shows how variations

tions of narrowband and broadband feedback PET ampli- in the device capacity will have a amnism tolerance if

fiers Illustrate these conclusions. they cause radial excursions in S1 1 (fo) and a mai-
r j mum tolerance if they cause excursLons of SIL(f o ) along

THEORY the alternating line of Figure 1. As a reminder, the
tolerance in the device capacity would be that percent-

By using an ABCD matrix representation of a age change which caused SLI(fo) to lie on the rem,

matching network, " may see the transformation from circle.
the load Litcnce to the input reflection coefficient The next step toward a more tolerant network lies

as two bilinear transformations. This means that since in the expression of the change in 51 (f) with fre-

changes In the real and imagiaery parts of the load are quency as $Iven by the equation

orthogonal, resulting changes In the input reflection 8S1(f) S2 1(f)S12(f) .X

coefficient will be orthogonal. Since we usually want - L . •
to increase the tolerance of the circuit to reactive HZTF S-
variations In the load. m may exploit this ortho-

*This work was supported by the U.S. Amy under can- L

tract DAA29-80-K-00O and by an Office of Naval (C 55+ 8 A -A60 BaC )ZL(f) +~ M 01 (2)
Research Fellomhip. V F W .F ' 1

0149-64SX4310000-0187 S01.00 0 1963 IEEE 521 I93 IEME M'r-S DIGEST
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where A. I. C. and D are the parameters of the ABCD
matrix for the input matching network. Equation (2)
shows that for all low 0 or resistive matching networks
the absolute direction of 8S11(f)/8f is exactly the JIMSam as that of 86ll(f)/bX. depending only on the sign
of 8]/8f. For chese networks reactive variations in
the 1oa have their maximam tolerance when the 91 1(f)
Is a constant over the paseband. i.e. the matching
filter has a flat mismatch response. Vhile practical
networks are not resistive and rarely low 0. equation
(2) leads to the conclusion that matching networks
should provide a flat mismatch at least over the center

of the band and snould not have large ripples such as a
Chebyshev filter. These conclusions will be elaborated -J1
on via examples on Chebyshev and Butterworth matching ,a8
filters, an mall as a broadband FIT feedback amplifier.

Another result of this study is given by equation
(3) which gives the maximum percentage tolerance of a
series or parallel load capacitance assuming that -
S11(f o ) - 0. the matching network is losalss. the n t-work is also rciprocal, and the percentage change in Figure 3. Plot of Chebyshev filter response (circles)

the capacitance Is small: and response with load capacitance. Cf. in-
creaed by 2Z (triangles). Also shown is
the maximum allowable reflection, rmax -

S (.333. only 3.75 to 4 Gx of the 3.7 to 4.2

Qf ,2 G~z response is shown for clarity. Note re-
sponse variation to load capacitance becomes

where Qf is of the load at fo. tangent to the response curve as frequency
is increased (dashed lines). See circuit in

L 2 C 2  LFigure 2.

R jigJi

L, C, L3 C3 ZLW daf

Figure 2. Idelized bandpas8 smatching filter for test-

ing tolerances to load, ZL(f) and circuit
variations. See Table I and Figures 3 and 4.

RESULTS I -09,

The network of Figure 2 was used to examine the
Stolerance of ideal Chabyshev and Buctervorth responses
0 to variations in the load capacitance. The load is a

narrowband model of the input Impedance of a 250 0 wide
PFET used in the 3.7 to 4.2 GCz range. Note that ideal Figure 4. Plot of Butterworth filter response (cir-
responses mre obtained by neutralizing the load reac- cles) and response with load capacitance.
tances with negative components and using an ideal Cf, increased by 22 (triangles). Also shown
transformer. Figures 3 and 4 are plots of third order is the msximou allowable reflection. rma x -
Cnebyshev and Butterworth bandpass filters with a .333. Only 3.75 to 4 Gm. of the 3.7 to 4.2

normal and 22 high IT capacitance. These plots ore GQt response is shown for clarity. Note re-
only from 3.75 to 4 Gus for clarity, and have the sponse variation to load capacitance becomes
normal capacitance. .3 pF, as the circled points and tangent to response curve in the midhed
the high value as triangular points. These filters (dashed lines). Sea circuit in Figure 2.
were designed for peak reflections less than .26 from
3.7 to 4.2 Gl.

The problem with the Chebyshev filter is not only edges because variations In the load reactance cause
that the reactance variation causes a change in 1 1 (f) changes in S 1 1 (f) which begin to be normal to the var-
that is not quite tangent to S1j(f) at the ripple lation in S1l(f) with frequency. Since the Butterworth
peaks. but that the change in 9 1 (f) due to reactive filter has near ideal tolerance propertiee in its aid-
load variations become tangent to the curve of S1 1 (f) band, modifying its band edge response will lead
at higher frequencies. This sans that the rapid meg- toward optimally load tolerant filters.
nltude change t S1 1 (f) causes reactive variations in The subject of load tolerant filters in lossless
In the load to cause near radial variations in all(') reciprocal structures demands selecting filter proper-
and thus a lomr tolerance. Chebyehev responses are ties that yield the highest tolerance to varlatons in
only opti:l when psasband and stopband responses are reactive or resistive variations in the load. lecipro-
considered. As cam be seen from Fligres 3 and 4. the cal structures mst rely on lose or angular relations
almstched Butterworth respose has & greeter tolerance for tolerant design, as seen via the S21(f) sand S12 (f)
in the midband even though its smallest reflection is tern in equations (1) and (2). The S2(f) term in
equal to the peak reflection of the Chebyshev. The equation (1) shoe how circulators and isolators allow f
Sutterworth filter's tolerance Is reduced at the band tolerance to load variations in nonreciprocal networks.

22
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TABLE I

BANDPASS HATCHING FILTER TOLERANCES
Allowed Element Tolerances ()

for re, - .333 and I - 3.7-4.2 i rs

Circuit Parameters 
(see Fiure 2)

Device CircuitFilter Q P max Cf 1 2

Chebyshev 6.25 .278 1.2Z >.5Z L2  >.52 C2
Butterworth 4 .28 (.25 midband) .82 >12 C3  >1Z L3
Butterworth 4 .21 (.164 midband) 2.1Z >32 Cl  >4Z L2
Butterworth .25 .278 2.2% >6Z n >82 Lf
Ideal (eqtn 3) 0 0.0 3.9

fTABLE II

MATCHING FILTERL TOLE.RANCES

~Allowed Element Tolerances MZ

Broadband FiT Amplifier (1-9 ;Hz)i for ['wax ".333 and 52L>1.75

Matching Filter Device Circuit

Filter CL(PF) L2(nH) Cf 1 2

Tuned .37 .92 >.5% >.5% L2  >IZ BE
Flattest .2 .7 >6Z >II% So >03% RF>

A second point of clarification concerns the straight
lines drawn in Figure 1. Of course, the bilinear
property of networks causes all variations to have a
finite curvature. This is most familiar to chose using
the MAP function of COKPACT. The result of this is to
cause the calculations based on the straight lines of Nr-
Figure 1 to be approximate. L%

Various bandpass networks represented by Figure 2 .=
were tested for their tolerance characteristics over (j, -
the 3.7 to 4.2 G0H band with roax - .333. Table I pro-
vdes information not only about load variations, but 7A ._ - .. .,,'

also about tolerances to filter components and the - - -------
results of equation (3). The tolerance Information is -

given for a maximm Sll(f) - .333 wlth only one compo- ____

aent being varied. The additional tolerances in Table e, 2 . 4 z 2 I a I

I are for the first and second most sensitive network
elements, as labeled, and their actual tolerance is FREQUENCY( GHZ )
Less Cthan the next higher integer.

Table 11 gives the tolerance results for a broad- Figure 5. Input VSVI of 1-9 Gas t feedback ampli-
band lET feedback amplifier. This amplifier used fier. Solid line is response with a twed
a 750 11 wide FET of Cf - .6pF and go - .065 shoe with matching filter, wnx - .248. beshad line
an LC mcch.g filter (Cj. L2 ) and a feedback resistor is with a flat watching filter. p- - .2.
(Rn) of 180 ohms. The YET model Included source in-
ductance and other pertinent components. Two different CO"CLUSION
different matching filters were used with this mpli-
fier, and have responses shown in Figure 5. The first In addition to the presentation of several equa-
design was "tuned" to provide zero reflection near tione useful for designing more tolerant circuits. It
7 Gft. and results in a familiar humped response. The has been shown that the peaks and rapid magnitude

* second response was designed to give a finite but changes of a Chebyshev filter create a low tolerance
flatter VSWI across the entire band. This latter response. The use of matching filters which have a
design Is less straightforward, but results in a much flat mismatch across most of the band wee shown to pro-
greater tolerance to both the YET and the Circuit vide a large Lprovement in device and circuit tol-
elemaente. erances in all but the large reflection with high 0

cases. High tolerance reciprocal networks are achieved
by designing the circuit response so element variations

cause response variatione which are perpendicular to
Acknowledgement the response vector. The response should also be as

flat as possible. The synthesis of maximally tolerant
The excellent work of Me. Kathy Julian. the filters will aid the production of nicre we Circuits

typist, is greatly appreciated by the authors, by simplifying the tuning procedure.
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ABSTRACT trap and donor profiles. This mee done through
the use of Monte Carlo particle slmulations and a

A study of ion-implanted MZSFET performance as odel to account for the effects of compensation

a function of the implantation energy and fluency in the semiconductor.
and including the effects of deep-level trap An analytic model which utilizes all of this
concentrations in the substrate has been information is then used to assess performance

conducted. Carrier concentrations as a function potential. The distinction between free-carrier
of depth are determined through the use of LSS and donor profiles, the effect of deep-level

theory and a profiling modal. An analytic device traps, and the depth dependence of mobility and
modl, which computes both DC and RF velocity are shown to be important considerations
characteristics, is then employed to predict which have been ignored in previous models. The
MESFET performances. The study includes the DC characteristics and small-signal S-parameters
effects of depth dependent transport prcperties along with figures of merit are computed by the

and ha indicated a number of design rules for the model.
fabrication of optimized ion-implanted devices.

MAEILCIARATERLIZhXIklOU

Figure I shovs free-carrier, background donor,
and deep-level trap profiles typical of Lon-
implanted semiconductor material. Deep-level trap

nITNDUC1IN centers and free-carrier diffusion from highly
doped to lowly doped regions will cause the free-

The performance of FETs fabricated by ion- carrier profile to differ from that of the ionized
implantation depends greatly on carrier
concentrations and velocity-field characteristics
as a function of depth into the active device/-

layers. The presence of deep-laval traps in the-m ,rn-w

semiconductor contributes to the complexity of 0.6n,,u,40-

problems associated with the characterization of
ion-implanted devices.

This work is targeted mainly at determining
design rules for higb-frequency ion-implanted
MZSETs. The study utilizes theoretical models of
both material properties and device
characteristics. This information is combined
with experimental material characterization to -

provide improved quantitative accuracy of the
model.

Initially, the determination of typical ranges COP"

for concentrations of deep-level traps, N (z) Figure I Typical concentrelon profiles for Lon-
(norally due to chromiue in the GeAs substrate) Implanted material.
was made from a novel messurement technique using
both differential capacitance and conductance DLTS donors. Our studies show that as much as an order
data. Shallow-level donor concentrations, UD(z), of magnitude difference can exist between these
were then determined from LBS theory as a function two profiles for Lon-implanted materials typically
of implantation paramerpro. These concentrations used in the fabrication of Ga~s MSFTs . The
as a function of depth were than used in a deep-level sites will also have a degrading effect
profiling modal to determine the free-carrier on carrier transport properties.
profile, n(z), for the material. Carrier Determination of the various profiles present
transport properties were also determined from the in a sample is a difficult problem. Traditional

C-V analysis mensures the free-carrLer
concentration if traps are not present Ill. When
traps are present, however, knowledge of the trap

*This work was supported by Rockwell International concentration profile is neccessary to extract the
Electronics Research Cnter and the U. S. Army free-carrier information [2. Likewise, DLTS data
Research Office, Research Triangle Park, NC on can give trap concentration Lformation if the
contract DAAG29-80-K-0060. free-carrier profile is known. For this work,
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these two methods were combined to determine the A one micros gate length MWIT along with a
free-carriLer, shallow-leval donor and deep-Level differential capacitance pattern were fabricated
trap concentrations for A typical ie-Loapimtod on Silicoa implanted Cr-doped GaAs substrate.

device. The details of this technique are Conductance OLTS and C-V measurements were
discussed elsewhere (31. Needed for the techaique performed on these devices &ad a dmainant deep-
is the low-field mobility of the material as a level trap state me- identified 0.736 eV below the
function of donor density and background cooduction, band. The measurements vore used as
compensetion. This is obtained using the input date to a computer simulation which computes
theoretical results of Walukieic e t al. [41 in the desired profiles as mentioned above.
conjunction with Monte Carlo ver-city-field The final resulting free-carrier, shallow-level
predictions. Der ow Nonte Carlo results 151 were donor, end deep-level trap concentrations as a
used to determine the mobility as a function of function of depth into the material are shown in
background donor density with no trap* present,

* and the Walukiewic values were then normalized to
the onte Carlo nubers. The normalized data was
finally curve fit to obtain an ompirical -- 7e

expression for mobility as a function of
background donor density and compensation ratio. - 0 .0S The resul.ting expression is

__ _- e)b,

where - - -__
Lhax- 8380 (ca2/v*sec),
No - 23.2553,c - 23.0, o

ATlog ND) 2- B(log 11D) + C

Figure 3 Resulting concentration profiles and
for ND > 1021 (*-3), low-field mobility profile for one

b - device.
0.1).4592 for ND < 1021 (m- 3

), Figure 3. Notice that deep into the channel there
with is soe scatter of the shellow-level donor data.

A - 0.025, This begins to occur when the trap concentration
3 - 0.817278, and the shaLlow-level donor concentration are of
C - 6.252838 the same order of magnitude. The uncertainties In

the exact shallow-level concentration at this
and where N is given in (m-3). Expression (1) is depth into the channel are not critical to the
plotted aaPst the normalized dalukiewics values profile predictions. This is true since the

magnitude of all the profiles of interest are
mall at this depth when compared to their
magnitudes near the implantation peak.

IL The low-field mobility profile obtained from
,L J this analysis is also shown in Figure 3. The
. curve can be compared to the results of Des asd

Kim 161, and is in good qualitative agreement.

-1 UDIW!CZ NOgL

-, .The device model used here is a one-dimensional
modI with a mall-sisal. analysis. one-
dimensional models offer a number of advantages

o '01. Ica le for a study of this type over aqrs elaborate two-
0CO.5MI W-s dimensional models. For example, the form of the

results obtained from one-dimensional analysis is
Figure 2 Low-field mobility as a function of more useful in terms of maeny device optimization

. doping and deep-lovel compensation. The and design problems. Also, information needed to
solid lines are computed from equation exaine circuLt/device interface phmnonena can
(1) for 0-0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, O.S. The easily be obtained from one-dimnsional. results.
data points are from the normalized Of critical Importance here, however, is the cost
theoretical computations (41. difference betwen one- and two-dimensional

simulations. In these studies, over one-hundred
in figure 2. As can be seen from the plot, the different device ometries ware examined at ten
agreement is quite good. to twency different bins levels. To obtain this

23 *I
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information from tee-dLmensional simulations mould
have been at least an order of magnitude more
costly in terms of both time and money. -%-_

The model assumses that the electron transport GATEN RA
properties of a material can be simulated by a
te-piece velocity-field relationship. The two-
piece approximation is defined from a theoretical
velocity-field characteristic determined by Mante
Carlo techniques. For electric fields less than
an appropriate saturation field, Sb the electron

vlocity is decribed by a linear expression,

v - IbL (2)

For electric fields above gm the electrons move at
a constant, maximum velocity, va. using this
information, a small-signal equivalent circuit as Figure 4 The equivalent circuit for an PET used
shown In Figure 4 can be determined and analyzed in the analysis.
to obtain RF performance predictions, including
power gains as a function of frequency.

Lov-field mobility as a function of depth for
the model is obtained directly from equation (1).
Determining the appropriate miimu velocity for
the material is more involved, however. SOThe importance of developing a systematic, o.

and il this study, such a method has been -- 2odeveloped. The mot involves nerical a -..o

determination of the carrier transit time under -. r*

the gate usi an exact velocity-field
relationship. The assumed field distribution for
this calculation is obtained from tew-dimensional ,. A 2. i 3v6 ,.0
simulation results. It is then required that the
cransit time calculated assuming a two-piece MAN VOLTAGE (VOLTS
approximated velocity-field relationship be equal Figure 5 Comparison of model predicted and
to that of the exact analysis. This m...d ields measured I-V characteristics for a one
a v. for GaAs (doped to a level -- 10 m )is micron ion-implanted device.
excellent agreement with the vale obtained by
Pucel at &l. (9). The resulting data was curve in Figure 5 with the measured I-V curves. The
fit a-lpreseed as agreement is excellent. it should be noted that

without the inclusion of the effects of traps on
carrier transport, this agreement could not be
obtained. The traps have a tendency to "soften'

vm - vo - A log ((l-y)
2 
+ sy] (3) the pinch-off characteristics of the device ( Ie.

when trape are included in the simulation, the
slope dI /dV8 is not as great near pinch-off).
For all o the devices studied in this work, this

where "softening" effect uas required to obtain best
y -(N.)/Uo), agreement with measured I-V characteristics.
Nd." 1.3z 1022,
A - 0.0 62. 42LUL TS AMD COUGLUSIOUSi II - 0.4,

vN 1. 40. The results that follow were obtained following
the modeling steps outlined in the introduction.

I4mation (3) gives V, in 105 a/see when Y(a) is Three parameters were varied independently. They
expressed in C

3
. The expression is also assumed are 1) Implantation energy, £ , 2) peak doping

to have the ase dependence on compensation ratio, density, M and 3) trap concentration, ST~x).
6, as equation (1). Thee, the factor (l - G)b is The implant species weas assumed to be Si in GaAs
multiplied with equation (3) to obtain vs in the and the activation was assumed to be 1002 for all
presence of traps. The exponent, b. t defined in devices. The trap concentration wae assumed to be

. " eqtton (I). constant as a function of depth for these studies.
Lustions (1) sad (3) in conjunction with Note that the peak doping density can be converted

knowledge of the three profiles, n(Z), WD(Z) and to a corresponding Lon fluency through the simple
4T(X), allow for the derivation of a device model relationship
whicn includes the effects of varying transport
properties as a function of api-depth. M = "p iNax (6)

The current-voltage preictions of the odel
for a one aicron ion-implanted device are compared where ap is the standard deviation of the
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rojected vangs. energiee lover than this, JOSs<O mA.
For the Implant energy and peak doping studio For the trap study. an implant energ. of 70 kev

the trap level wea left constant at liy-2.0 x 103 and a peak doping density of 2 x 01
7 
ci3 wa

c- 3 . This nuaber was chosen to be in general assumed. The backcouod trap concentration us
agreme~nt with the results shown in Figure 3. The varied from 0 to 10 c1-3.
implant energy was varied from 50 to 150 kqV figure 7 illustrates the effects traps have on
while the peak doping took values betwee 8 0 the zero sate bias current, 

1nSS. and the pinch-

and 1017om-3 effectsoff potential, Woo Figure 8 shovs the pinch-offFig Lures 6a and 6b illustrate the effects these "softening" effect asatioded ino the previous

parameters have an the gain-bandwidth product, fT.

30
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Figure 6a Predicted gain-bandwidth product, fT, ' O CO" "o'"

vs. implantation energy, C . The peak tS CONC5NTSATION 4a
-
)

dopin, Max, is used as an Fidepndent Figure 7 Predicted effects of varying trap
parameter. concentrations on DC characteristics.

.i a N ~~Idl tO so a-d N-.. . 1t.*S

I Z 0. Nool TRAPSCI
"

so: a 0.6

6* 0.4

52 0.2

IPLANT INGWRY. (ft.V) 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0

Figure 6b Predicted Mmimum frequency of NORM0ALIZED GAT VOLTAGE (V,/V,)

oscillation, f m vs. implantation
enerSy, E . The peak doping, Nwx, is
used as an independent parameter. Figure 8 Normalized drain current predictions vs.

normalized sate voltage with and without
and the MiRmm frequency of oscillation, fewx traps.
The value for f is computed from first order
considerations to given by section for one particular device.

Deep-leoel trap@ also have some effect on the
fT - I0/2wCgs. (7) IF performance of the device as illustrated in

figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows clearly the
The quantity f Iex is obtained by noting the decrease of f T and feax associated with Increasing
frequency at which nlson's unilateral gain (as trap concentrations.
predicted by the nodel) oes to unity. The In Figure 10 note that for low bias currents fT
results clearly indicate the superiority of low- increases when few traps are present while it
energy Implants for higb-ftrequemny operation. decreases for higher trap concentrations. This Is

ALl of the devices considered in compiling easily explained in terms of the degrading effects
Figures 6a and 6b mute Comared at a bias of %rL 0  

trap. have on mobility and velocity. As the Sate
mA. The dashed Line falling off rapidly at tA bias restricts current flow, a larger fraction of
low-mergy ed of the curves tedtaetee that for the carriers are forced deeper into the channel.
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frequency properties and that lowering the9 trap
levels La the material should improve device
performance.

II1. D. P. KOUedY. R.R.O'rien,0nu The o

-eeac and___ Develo t, . 212-214,-
14 -March 191

2. L. C. Kimrling,lInflusuce of Deep Traps on
a Bathe Masurmnt@ of tree-Carrier

Distributions in Semiconductors by
Junction Capacitance Techniques,'
Journal of Phlieits, Vol. 45, pp.

TUV 0006M5TRATIOS 400) T13FIU?3 1 1174rc

3. J. M. Golio, R. J. Trew and H. Leever, "A
Figure 9 Predicted gain-bandwidth product, fT. and Characterization Technique For Ion-

mazinuo frequency of oscillation, f nax, Implanted GaAs MZFELT ,' submitted for
*vs. background trap concentration, publication.

I&. Wd. Valukiewicx, L. Lagoaski, L. JatrzebskL,
K.Licheneteiger, and R. C. Gatos.

* llectron Mobility and Free-carrietr
absorption In Ga" : Determination of

j , the cospenaation ratio,' Journal of
C ~Applied Ph site, vol. 50, pp. 9i8

Feb. 197F "

5. M. A. Littlejohn, J. R. Hauser, T. It.
- 00, 0 5. .1-' Gison,Ielocity-field Characteristics

a ~ of Gams witti -LC-XC Conduction-baud
U SIi5~S ~Ordering," Journaf A~ I Ph Ics.

I i9~0 ~Vol. 48, pp. 58 -401 o. Nov
0.2 014 05 .5 15 and

.o10EaDais DeAm cummes. '.,6. M. A. Dses, 3. Kis,"Hobility adCarrier
Concentration Profiles in Ion-Implanted

Figure 10 Predicted gain-bandwidth product, fT, as Layers on Doped and Usdoped Semi-a function of normalized drain current. Insulating Ga4s Substrates at 299 ad
The background trap concentration is 105 K,' - IE Trasaactions on Electron

used as a variable parameter. Devices, vo. d-29, pp.205-21 _76b.

This corresponds to the more lightly doped regions192

of the device. If the cospeneation ratio is 7. 3. M. Gollo, "Compound Semiconductors for
'fairly small ( Ia. few traps) then from equations Microwave MILET Applications, hasters
(1) and (3) the transport properties are superior, of Science Thesis. North Carolina State
an ' f T incrases. if, on the other hand, the trap University, Raleigh. North Carolina, May
level in on the see order of magnitude as the 1960.
shallow-level donor concentration, than the
compenaation ratio approaches one. This 6. J. M. Golio and it. J. Treaw, 'Composed
corresponds to extreme degradation of mobility and Souiconductor, for Loiotls Microwave
Velocity and, thus, forces fT to decrese. MZSFZT Applications," ER Trans.

In conclusion, deep level traps in Ion- Electron Devices, Vol. 7 7 Jly 1960,
imiplanted devices degrade carrier transport p.15-22
properties In the semiconductor material. TheIA rdegradation is more severs near the tail of the 9. 3.A. Pucel, R. Stars, R. A. Baas, "SignalJimplant profile than eart the peak. Thus, the and Noise Properties of Gallium Arsenide
transport properties of the device will be depth Microwave ieldI-Effect Transistors,*

-or bias - dependent. A modeling technique Advances In 2lectresics and Electron
which accounts for this dependence has been used Phos. Now York: Aca-ic, vol. 36.
to study device properties so a function of pp.1-25 1973.
fabrication parameters and deep-level trap
concentrations. The results Indicate that low
energy Implants should posses superior high-
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ELECTRON C ONCENTRATION AND ALLOY
COMPOSITON DEPENDENCE OF HALL
FACTOR IN Ga,1n1..,Asy., 1.

Indezin4 terms: Semiconductor detwer and materiakt Hall
effect. 111-V semicoenductors

The Hall faeto is calcuate by the iterative method over thewhole Compositon range of GaI~aP.,lattice-
matched to lAP. The electron concentrations used aeII x t0" cm3 and I x lo0l cm-'. with crrnier compensa.
tion rais (No + N4,'u L. Z and 5. which an commonlyobserved utn CaGunAsP alloys. The Hall facto decreamwith incrssng ally content y for relatively low electron con-
004itationa but this is not the cane Wn compensated alloysbecause of varying predominance of stattering mechanisms:with composition and xioed impurity Concentrato.

There is rapidly growing interest in the transport properties of
GafLnAsP alloys lattice-matched to InP.i-L Improved FET
performance is expected for Ga,1nAsP because of its higherelectron mnobility'-s*--' 0 and higher -electron driftveldt2-- -" ha those of GaAs. In the analyses of these
transport properties the measurement of low-field mobilities isI one ofthe essential evaluations. The mobility is usually derived
from a combination of the resistivity and the Hail-effectmeasurement, and the thus derived mobility is the Hall mobi-lity. On the other hand, the slope of the velocity/field curve at a

I ELECTONICS LETERS 17th Sieptember 7981 Vol. 17 No. 19



!ow electric field strength, which is equal to the drift mobility. lno.Gao. 7 As used in the calculations are listed in Table 1.
is very often normalised by, or compared with, tb.* amsured The electron distribution function is the Fermi- Dirac function 4 1
Hall mobility. However, the Hall mobility pu is aot pe wlly because the electron distribution in Ino.3Ga., 7 As may
equal to the drift mobility. The ratiococetato is the Ham nctor degim'ate at a relatively low eleron concentrationr,. This factor also correlates the carrir concentration n and (n -2 x 1t0" cm -I at 300 g.
the Hall coefficient Rj through the equation n - ref/eRs Figs. 1e-c show the calculated Hall factor as a function of
where e is the electronic charge. In the limit of high magnetic the alloy comtposition. y in Ga.in _,Asypj-, Carrier compn-

fields, and/or carrier degeneracy, rx approaches unity, #x - Po sation ratios (No + IA)- rv t. 3 and 5. respectively. Here,
and the carrier concentration can be derived directly from a No. NA and n are tne donor c atraoa, the aceptormeasured Hall coefficient However, it is not practical to attain concentration. and the free-electron conewttion, re, pet.
the high magnetic field limit, and so for many applications tively. In the model both the donor and accepter ar assumed
nondegenerate semiconductors are of interest, to be fully ionised, so that n is equal to (No - NA) and

There are a few experimer ts of the determination of the Hall (No + NA) is the total ionised impurity concentration. As a
factor ry in GanAsP from comparisons of Hall mobilities at general tendency in a purer alloy semiconductor, the Hall
low and high magnetic field.iZ Although measured values are factor decreases with increasing alloy composition y. This
close to unity, one paper s reported that it was equal to or less comes from the decreasing phonon energy with composition y,
than 1, and others"2 observed it equal to or greater than 1. as can be seen from Table 1. The value of the Hall factor for
Since the Hall factor has a dependence on scattering mechan-
isms, its value varies with the carrier concentration and the
composition of GaInAsP alloys. There are no reports of the Table I SOME OF THE MATERIAL PARAMETERS
Hall factor covering the whole alloy composition of GaInAsP OF InP AND Ino. 3GaO.6 7 As USED IN
which show the carrier concentration dependence. THE CALCULATIONSt

In this letter, we show the calculated Hall factors in Gain-
AsP over the whole alloy composition lattice-matched to InP InP In0 .ssGao.,As
in a moderate electron concentration range between I x 10 6

cm- 3 and L x 1017 cM-3 at 300 K. Effective mass ratio m*/mo 00W 0041
The calculation method is an iterative technique in which Static dielectric constant to 12-35 13.77

the Boltzmann equation is solved by numerical iteration. "iS Optical dielectric constant a,. 9-52 11"38
Both the drift mobility and the Hall mobility are calculated to Optical phonon Debye temperature (K) 504 396
any arbitrary degree of convergence without using the relaxa- Energy gap at 0 K (cV) 1.42 0-812
tion time approximation," Matthiessen's rule, or complicated Acoustic deformation potential (eV) 6-5 5.89
mathematical expressions.' 7 -" All the calculations in this Piezoelectric constant (C/ml) 0-035 0099
letter are carried out within 0-5% error. The allowed scattering
mechanisms are polar-optical phonon scattering, acoustic t Linear interpolations between the two were used for material
phonon scattering, piezoelectric scatterin& ionised-impurity prameenrs of GaInAsP
scattering and alloy scattering. The quaternary alloy scattering The effective mases are found in Reference 24. Dielctric constnt,ate proposed by Littlejohn et a.20 is used with the Phillips genrgy sap at 0 &. acoustic deformation potential and plezoelectc
electronegativity difference for the scattering potentials."2 T  constant of lnP are found ian Reference 13. Optical phoon eonies are
The material parameters for the quaternary alloy were eva- reported by Reference 25. Other parameters of In*.s3G&6.,,As are
luated by the linear interpolation between nP and linearly interpolated between GaAs and InAs
InO.53Gao. 7 As. Some of the parameters of nP and

polar-optical phonon scattering is a maximum at a tempera-
t.z _ture close to the Debye temperature of the polar optical

phonon.""'a: As the ambient temperature increases re falls.
For GanAsP the Debye temperature of the polar optical
phonon varies from 504 K to 396 K with increasing y, so that
at room temperature the value r, decreases with increasing y.-j _____ _ __ __ However, in a combination of several scattering mechanisms

____1 _ _____________Tthis general tendency is modified. Besides polar optical phonon

it the influential scattering mechanisms in a moderately doped
a scattering. alloy scattering and ionised-impurity scattering are

alloy at room temperature. The combination of alloy scatter-
-2 -ing flattens the temperature dependence of the Hall factor, but

the value at 300 K is little changed. s On the other hand. the
combination of jonised impurity scattring and polar-optical

1.1 phonon scattering tends to make the total scatteing rate less
momentum-dependent so that the value of the Hall factor

" --. • decreases. When the scattering rate is independent of.0 r. . . . . momentum, the Hall factor as equal to 1. Becaus of the vary-
~ing importance of the scattering mechanism with the alloy

compsto y, the Hall factor does not necamy decre
" monotonically with inrasn y in a moder'ately doped alloy.

72- In the Figure the Hall factor hs the lowest value 1-2 near
y m0.2 at an- I x 10'7 cm-3 and X = 2.

At a higher carrier compensation ratio the Hall factor in-
1.1 crese because of the predominace of ionind-mpurity scat-

,r tewing which has a Hall factor as large as 1.93.
I " - In summary, the Hadl factor in Oalnl-AsvPi- , depen-

t.o .. _..t. _-dent on electron concentration and alloy composition has
00 0.2 0.4 06 0.0 1.0 ben caeutod by the iterative method. In a moderate electron
Imp Y 0o 0JoWoA$ conentaou ra the Hall fahow is greater than I over the..

Iq1/ Alo omoto d, pefte of KAfactor hi tion ofdrift tobility and electroucooiatraton from the re-
a, n, . As, pt JW $O ntivity an the Hal eflact mesurements4 

in 
which th Hl

Eliomn comentratou are i x W0e cm" 3 (solidlinesand mobillty ad the Hadl coeffciait are obtained.
I x 10 7 am - (dadied tn) Carer Compe satio tm
(No +X.,)/x m 1,2 sad5 $,d y Aclnowkedonwit: The authors would like to thank J. L
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FOR LOW COST MICROWAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS* W
A. N. Riddle and R. J. Trey

Electrica1 Engineering Department
North Carolina Stae University

Raleigh, NC 27650

(919) 737-2330

ABSTRACT

A new odd order impedance matching- network vith reduced sensitivity to active device capacitance variations
is presented. A synthesis procedure for these networks is presented and experimentally verified with the con-
struction of a microwave amplifier. These networks are useful in the development of low cost microwave integrated
circuits since they reduce the harmful effects of device variations.

where the perameter b is proportional to the square
Introduction of the parasitic capacity associated with the device

to be matched. . This parameter is set to zero for
to this paper a general analytic method is pro- even order networks. The even polynomial, N(p 2 ), may

sented that extends network synthesis to include both be defined according to the transformation presented
eve, and odd order lou-pass impedance matchi fil- in (i for broad-bend matching, or it may use the co-
ters. Previous network synthesis procedure feor ir efficiente of the binomial expansion for nacrow-band
edance matching fitters were based on the use of even marching. During synthesis, the polyna&l& Wp

2
) do-

orer filter structures. These odd order networks
treines the bandwidth and ripple of the impedance

to aporta t since they ass redtively insensitive atch.. and approximate formulas for b in term of theto variation In the capcity associated with a load load capacity may be derived which thus defiesimpedance lower than the generator impedance. The S21(p). Oate S~l(p) is defined, the derivation of a
iseesitivity of these networks to capacitance vasrt- set ork. is trPightforward.
tim can minimise or eliminate the costly tweaking -

of Circuits caused by variations in the active dev-
ices. Two classes of polynomials are presented so Theoretical Rsults
that beth broad-and marrow-band circuits say be de-
signed. The relative insensitivity of the odd order low

pass matching filters to variations In a shunt capac-
itor on the low impedance side of the filter may be

Discussion demonstrated both analytically and experimentally.

For the analytic came, the circuit of fig. Is was do-The development of even order matching filters signed from a Cebysev prototype with b-i and a frac-
(It ho proved very useful in amplifier design. It tionei bandwidth Of 31LF The VSWR plots in Fig. lb
will be shewn in this paper that odd order filters were then obtained from the input of the filter as
are vmique in that they provide an insensitive cir- the capacitor on the low impedance side was varied
:uIt element instead of broadealng the bandwidth of tSOX, Fig. 3& shove an even order (a-4) Cebyeov
tbe impedance match. matching filter with the sam parameters as the cir-

cuit in Fig. Is except that b-O. By compart g Figs.
The design procedure Is based upon consideration lb ed.2b one may see that the synthesized filters

of the fundamental relationship give bearly identical response (solid urvs), bet

that the 150 variations in the compo ent nearest the
tSu(u)12  IS21(u)I

2 
" 1, (1) load causes much greater variations is the YSWR of

with the even order filter. For exle. the mLdbend YSUR
is designed as 1.1, Iec reache" 1.67t.05 udet vart-
tone in the evem order filter vile enly beoming

SI(p) -(2) 1.34*.05 under variations t the add ordwe filter.
11(p) The odd order matching filter thea sme the oddities-

aI elemnt for Insensitivity insread of banwidth.

S21(P) "7 1 (3)f fserlestal eaults

and An mlifier using a laterals IMY 901 bipolar
trasistre bee been designed meteS a fifth order

2 Cebysev matching network for the imput circuit. and
(4) the loony gain equaltastiea circuit described is (21

for the output circuit. Fig. I- shaws the amplifier

t destgned for opercatio free 630 IMa to 900 Mks at a3 wre a n + oj. e tn Rg ad rs t re the gna biss current of 5 s and 5v Vc.t The parameters of

aetertistle fuectio. 9(p) may be defined by , $ Tie strit deaigagnaeduced

p theoretical and experimental gae of i.9t.8 dbD(p) - (l4 p)N(p2), (5) Mfu 650 to 900 Ms.

( Wla work was supported by the U.S. Army under
ometact CAAG29-0-9-006O.
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The insenitivity of the odd order matching net-
work to changes in the device's input capacity 1s il-
lustrated in Figs. 3b.c which compares the odd order
matching network with an Ideal transformer. Fig. 3b,m show the VSWlt of the anplifier with an odd order

Smachin network In theory and experiment as wall isr7 - -, -= f - wtch an Ideal trnsforer of 1.58:1 turns ratio. The

(a) curves are represented by solid. dashed and aiternat-
Ing lines, respectively. While FiS. 3b shove reason-
able VSWR response in all cases, it is Fig. 3c which
s show the need for odd order matching filters. Fig.
3c shown the change in VSWE when a 5 pf capacitor.I giving a'pproximately 30Z more input capacity. is

placed in parallel with the transistor's bass-emitter
at juaction. The change in VSWR for the ideal trans-
= fotuer matched amplifier Is obviously greater. and

:) thus nor* sensitive, then the chartges in both the

N theoretical and experimental odd order matching f11-
- ./, ter. This is because the shunt capacitor on the. low

impedance side of the filter does not contribute to
*- the Impedance Increase needed for matching.

o.0 02 o 0 e 0 a o 1 0 6 e 3
FREQUENCY (HZ) '~ ti

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Odd order (a-5) Cabyaev low-pass
matching filter with a bandwidth ~r i~~~
parameter, A, of .31. 'S U ism

(b) The input VSWK of this network I S

* as the 1.647 capacitor. C . Is
varied 1501. The solid dlhd (a)
nsd-alternating lines are for

* C - 1.64?, 2.4.67 and .82F
rIspectively.i

(a) 2
t I utin f il lsh.bndit

p e T

SI S.

FREQUENCY (HZ)(a

(b)
Fig. 3 (a) I?-901 mlfier with distributed fifth

2order matching filter. t the 100 P
FigtchiEvng flter with) a bys dth blocking capacitor and "0 1mg iroa-n fer wi n iso in r for the bi network

.parameter, A of .31. This is only.
the filter of Fig. 1(a) with ba0. (b) YomR of MF-901 amplifier In theory

(b) The Input VSWR of this network as (solid line). experiment (dashed 1ine)
the .353 inductor. L , is varied and when the input network Is replaced
t502. The solid, 45*hed ad by a 1.58:1 ideal transformr (Alserwat-
alternating lines are for L -.352, Leg line).
.523 and .175314ecioj (c) chage is VSIB of HeV-901 malifier a" a

S P capaciter is Planed aerees Its bae-
emitter Junction. Same line equivalenee

* 460as is (b).

460

(aV
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U Thea mnetwork* can also be used to Improve the '..0 

* aenativty of broadband F.R.T. feedback auplif I-
Co.. Such an amplifier was designed using an Awantak

AT-8111 I.E.?. chip biaaed at aproxiatoly 31 m" and
4V VDS. The circuit shamn in Fig. 4e produces S*.3Idb. galn frem I to 10 Clx and an Input VSWI shown by -
the solid curve io, Fig. 4b. The dashed, alternating
ad double alternating curve in Fig. 4b represent
variations of the circuit in Fig. 4a with no matchingInetwork, a Smith chart matching natwork design, and a (a)
fifth order Gsbysav matching filter; respectively.
Note how the circuit exhibitsaarising VSW versus
frequency with no matching network (dashed curve),*I ad a -VSVK which goeo :anthe aesary-4
abeve 8.2 0Hx for the tuned characteristics of the
Smith chart matching network (alternating curve).a
The analytic watching networks of third and fifth or- c
der both exhibit smooth VSW curves oscillating U)I around 1.5:1 and never exceeding 1.82:1. The capaci- ->

tor.in the matching network nearest the device ia ac- a--
tually the Intrinaic device capacity. and thus is ac- -- ~ .--

counted for In the design but not present in the cir-- -*/

CCit layout* The Smith chart design method inheent-., * *

ly accounts for-the devIce input capacity, and so(b
forms an odd order watching network albeit of nonop-
timal design. The curves of fig. 4c show the change
in VSW of each circuit when the F.3.?. input capaci- I

tance is raiaed-by 30Z (.195 p1). Note how the cir-
cute with no maching network exhibits a rising -

change is 15W versusa frequency. while all the odd
e oder matching networka exhibit a very low change in _-

VSW up to some break frequency. Thua. these mach- 92
ing networka trade Insensitivity at met frequencies
for an Increased sensitivity at very high frequen-
Cieo. The Smith chart matching neturok (alternating I --

cuv)baa the . Ioes bra requenlcy and highest -

- senitivity at-l 10Gh as shown is Fig. 4c, and so Is 2 .

not the optimal atching network. The fifth order-* * * * ,

network (double alternating curve) shows a very Low FRE4PUEUCY C
P5W change up to 9 Clx which makes it the optimum
network for increases In capacity. The poor perform-W
ace of the fifth order network for reductions in
capacity may make this network lose than optimum in Fig. 4 (a) Avantek AT-8111 broad-beaud V.ET. amphL-
see situations. The salytically designed third fie with a distributed -third order
order network gives an overall improvement over the matching filter. -

Smith chart matching network. an so mtching network (b) VSW of A-I1L amlifier for Input net-
is all capacitance variatioas. Thus, this method of works consisting of third order notching
analytic matching network design is shown to yield filter (solid line). no watching network
improved and relatively Insensitive circuit designs. -(dashed Line).* Smith chart designed

matching network (alternating Line). *ad
fifth order atching filter (double

Conclusion alternating line).
(c) Change in VOW of AT-8111 amlifier an a

In coeclusion. the theory of Low pass atching .195 p1 capacitor is pleced acroe" itsJ filters in exteeded to include odd order networks. gatep-saurce leads. Son ine equive-
The enalytic theory presented here shoul~d be of per- leeces as Is (b).
ticelar ose is designing internal matching networks
fort bipolar tramsisters and F.R.T.'s. These odd oc-
tedt mturks offer reduced sensitivity to parasitic
capaci1ty variate Is active devices,* thus potenti-
ally reducing the coet of monolithic circuits by

telimnating turning.
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Effects of two longitudinal optical-phonon modes on electron distribution In
Ga.,lnl _ ASyP , , :

Yoshikazu Takeda. 41 M. A. Uttlejohn. and R. J. Trew
Electrial Equw era DeparmenAt, North Carolina Sta Uniewzt R alish North Carol 27650

J.A. Hutch
Aarch Tangle Instutc Rarch Traql Park North Camolut 2 7709 _

(Received 25 January 1982; accepted for publication 12 February 1982)

GalnAsP quaternary alloys are known to have two or three longitudinaloptical (LO)-phonon
modes. The two-LO-phonon model was employed for the electron distribution and drift mobility
calculations. Perturbation distribution has sharp drops due to the two-LO phonons and these
drops cause a further downward bowing of the mobility along the arsenic composition compared
with a one-LO-phonon model which has mostly been used.

PACS numbers: 72.20.Fr, 63.20.Kr

There bas been a great interest in GalnAsP alloys lat- perturbation distribution in GaInAsP, and clearly illustrat
tice matched to InP for their applications to optoelectronic the reason the electron mobility calculated for the two-LC
devices' - 3 and potential applications to high-speed logic de- phonon model is lower than that for the one-LO-phonon
vices." Better performance in G~anAsP than GaAs of model
high-frequency, field-effect transistors and high-speed logic The calculation method of the mobility is the iterativ.
devices is expected because of its higher electron mobil- techniqut,'6 The electron distribution functionf(k) unde-
ityJ;' and higher drift velocity ' ' " than GaAs. Though the influence of a snail electric field can be expressed as
the experimental verification of these electron transport pro- f(k) mf (k) + coseg(k ), wheref(k) is the equilibrium distri
perties is being carried out, the mechanism of the electron bution, cosO is the cosine between the momentum k and elec
transport in this alloy is not very clear. There are two main tric field F, and g(k) is the perturbation distribution. The
problems. One is alloy scattering due to the random arrange- Boltzmann equation is solved forft(k). After substitutingf(k
mert of atoms in the alloy, and the second is the multi- with/f(k) + cosfk ), the Boltzmann equation is multiplie
phonon modes observed in this alloy. 12.3 The problem of by the first order Lqendre polynomial cosO and integrate,
alloy scattering in this alloy has been discussed by several over 9. The remaining equation for the one-LO-phonon
authors.-*3'7"' 4 However, they assumed the one-longitu- model is
dinaL optical (LO)-phonon model in this alloy except for Ref.
14, and this assumption contradicts the experimental obser- S7k) AS.,ki+S$.(k - - dF fk) (
vation. We have reported the theoretical calculation of the where S0 is the total scattering rate and consists of the scar
electron Hall mobility using the two-LO-phonon model and tig-out rateby the LO-phonon absorption (S and an
have shown a good agreement between the calculation and the LO -pson on abstio diad be

~e , erprtheeu f~ ~the LO-phonon emsion .. and the differences ne
the scattming-in rate and scattering-out rate for all elastic

phonn modes on the electron distributioa. especially on the scattering procese of pezoecrk scattering (S,.) acousu.
phonom scatterng S), ionized impurity scattering (Sm h anc,

1,1,mhakhdrm OsEWmine w , ,W uWV~r- alloy scattering (S.. Thus So - S_ +$;. +S, +$=
say. iyow 6f0 Jap- + , + S.,. Thes scattering rates for the elastic process at,

SU APPI, hyes. LO 40(9). 1 May/ 1962 ooo0-GHl/82/o90836-o3.00 (V 1982 Anwwa Insouts of thyeft SY

(
I
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I equal to the inverse of the relaxation times. S (S) is the , I

scattering-in rate by the LO-phonon emission (absorption).
The electron in the state ofk '(k -) which is the momentum GatlnlxAyPl.y

I evaluated at the energy corresponding to E plus (minus) the 300K
energy Awho of the LO phonon may be scattered into the
momentum state k by the phonon emission (absorption). The
expressions for all these scattering rates are found in Refs. 15
and 17 for alloy scattering. Z... -

For the two-LO-phonon model the scatterg process •
by *h LO phonon can be separated into two, i.e., the scatter-

ing by the laP-like photion and by the GaInAs-like -

phonn. 12 If S, - S;e) represents the scattering-ut rate---
of the electron in the momentum state k by the absorption ofI the InP-like (GaInAs-ike) LO phonon. the scattering rate _
includes a weighting factor of ( 1 - xl - y) (y). 12.14 The cou-
pling strength between the electron and the LO phonon is
assumed to be proportional to the concentration ratio of InP 0.0 0.2 O 0.6 05 IA
and GaInAs in the quaternary alloy Ga.1In -AsP, -,. -,np Y G,..,I, ,3A,
The Raman scattering intensity by the InP-like and the
GalnAs-ike LO phonon was observed to be proportional to FIG. .Electron drift mobilities calculated by the iterative technique fortheI the concentration. ' Similarly, the scattering-out rates by one-LO.ph0oo model (dashed line and for the two-LO-phonon model

(solid line). The electron concentration n is I X 10" cm-' and the carerthe emission of the LO phonons (,. , S,7, ) and the scat- , N+~.OW ompasatin rauo (,N, + W, VR is 1.
tering-in rates by the emission or absorption of the LO phon-
ons ,, S,4, , S ) are weighted by the corre-
sponding concentration ratios. Thus, the Boltzmann observed in the two-LO-phonon model and it is very close to
equation for the two-LO-phonon model leads to the experimental results.

. Since the difference in the mobilities for the two models
Sog(k) S ,Sk ') +S S gcj)k +S 1.,gkF-) wlarestaty = 0.2-0.3,y =0.3, i.e., Gat4 InaA 3 P,,

+$S k ) eF fk) (2) is chosen to discuss the effects of the two LO-phonon modes
A k ' on electron distribution. Some of the material parameters at

y = 0.3 used in the calculation are listed in Table . These
where S = S+" + Sa + S; + Sa-POO + S + S.. values are estimated from the linear interpolation between

+ SW + S... The mode frequency of the InP-like LO phonon those of lnP and GaO,InG3 As. In Fig. 2 the perturbation
varies linearly from 350 cm- -and that of the G tnAs-like distributiong(k ) for the one-LO-phonon model (dashed line)
LO phonon increases from 200 to 275 cm 'with increasing and for the two-LO-phonon model (solid line) is shown as a

Y.2 The drift mobility is calculated from the integration function of the normalized momentum

V f A tgkdk.(3)
n 31r2 o Fma at 300 K. When the electron energy is equal to or greater"

than the phonon energy, the electron will lowe its energy by

where x is the fre-electron concentration, emitting the phonons. In the ehonon model a sharp

d = M 8E /k drop atX - 1.26 is observed due tothe LO-phonon emiion
lk of the energy 40.64 mel. In the two-LO-phonon model

is the augmented density of states,"5 and Vis the crystal drops atX- 1.10 (GaInAs-like phonon, 28.33 meV) and
volume. X a 1.30 (lnP-like phonon, 42.60 meV) are clearly illustrat-

The calculated drift mobilities at 300 Kfor the one-LO- ed. The fall in the curves at around X - 1.18 is the perturba-

phofon model and the two.LO-phonon model are mpared tion due to the emission of two LO phonons. Since the drift

I n Fig. 1. The electron concentration n is I X 10" cm' and
the carrier compensation ratio (N, + N , /n is 1. Here, N0andN, are the donor concentration ad acceptorconcentra- TABLE L Mbateral parmes at y 0.3 ued in the calmclamn.

I tin and are assumed to be fully ionized. These curves should Ec -- , rai Me/M, 0.0113
be compared with the previous cakulim which pedied Optical dieletr Cnsa 10.0
an upward bowing of the dlrft mobility a"long the alloycoM- stati didowne eumt0 12.7
position y.s This was caused by the lower effeative- mass Enesy pp t 0 K (eV) 1.24

S w was estimated by the interpolation method. The ex- Op , ,.me (K)
N pfbImtJ~sly dosaimind Ilumauly v8 eryin ~y masCiWUO U mode 471.6two.LO-phosn model P-Uk. 494.4

gis t downward bowing of the obility curve which is 4 340.3[ othgeeal obervation in experiment. A frtherW wIing. is_

,37 AMsL PI, LaP, Vol. 40. No.9. May 1ia T-aeft m. 8327

' . .. .. . . . .. ... .. ... .. ... .... . L . . -
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300 LO-phonon energies wich result with the lower electron'

Thus work was partially supported by Army Research
Offce-Durham unde Grant Number DAAG294-8-
00i, ndTh prtatn dbytoi the OfietfNvawesa.LO-phouao
ton, Virginia.

'3.3. H"t, Appi. Phy.. LLM 30.293 f1974.

0O-plumoi model is the dashed '1m an h w-Opom stesf 3.P Peeail, IEEE J. Qummtm Emecraui. QE-16. 709 (19110lmThe s*usp dropineds ttmnadutotepomeaiIn '.S d YTa"K ds siT.ski Pminofre

mobility is proportional to the integral of the perturbation 47. X~ Gall sod IL L. Thew, JEWE Tm... Electron De'IaesD-27.1256f distribution as is clear from Eq. (3), the difference of these (IWO),
curves gives us the drift mobility differences; 5545 7p.OD. Oreei ud SA.Whinie. Appi. plays L&I. 3%.7j 1979)

m2v-s fo the on-Opoo odlad53 L. Leberty, A. A. Rdimeaa. J. C DeWimtw. L B.Nahary. wdMKA.cm - 'fortheoneLO-honn mdeland5 132Pollock. J. Ehatroo. Mawe. 9. 561 (198%9
cmV -s '31for the two-LO-photion model. For the calculi- 11. D. Oliver, Jr. and L F. Enum.. J. Electon. Maw. 9, 6931199.

tion of these mobilities the electron concentration IlX 10'5 "'. Hoiuson.JL 3. Ruao .&Allpier. L.3L DsrbeD. ILFe"r. Ad G.
cnr3 and the carrier compensation ratio I were used. The A. Autypa SoliIStu Electo.. 21. 91(1972)

1. IL Musk. P. A. NamW.vi. =ad P. N. Rabia.. Promdgafq'e IMWI degree of a drop depends on the strength of the electron- Inrimn -rPsrro Gahm. Arw~ NW amd C&oPMpsun
phonon coupling. It will be straightforward to extend the vi..... 19s10(ielmsaftbyam6 Lodo 19811. p. 621.
model to the three or more LO phonons as observed by the - P~fmu&k.J L Worc.R . Nasyand MA. P.12mb APPL Pays
fa -infrared reflectivity study,'" although the coupling. L. 3346 (1 .0 "4 .~S ekwir ly.Ea.3155
strength of the electron to these phonons is still in question. -118

in summary, the electron drift mobility and the elec- 14Y. Taksnd6 K A. Unobn. sod J. R. Ravw. Appl. Plays. Loam 30, 620
tron distribution in Ga,,ln, -.A3,P, -, lattice matched to (19519.

havebeencaluatedby te ieratve tchniue.'he 'D. L Rod%. Plays. Pav. B32.1012 (19709
Inp avebeencalulaed b th itratie tchnque.Ile 1"1. L Rods. SexunI.duemer and S.,wauaubs (Acedemc New Yash.eletio nbiltyis lower for the two-LO-phonon model 1975b, Voll. .p

thnfrteone-LO-phonon model Over the Whole composi- '.WHwrsnadJLHie fy Rw9IX54(17
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ENSEMBLE MONTE CARLU STUDIES OF HIGH FIELD
SPIKES AND PLANAR DOPED BARRIER DEVICES*

by

R. J. Trew, R. Sultan, J. R. Hauser and M. A. Littlejohn
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, North Carolina 27650

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a study of the spatial ensemble velocities of

electrons in GaAs which result from abrupt changes in electric fields
occurring internal to a device. Calculations are presented for single field
spikes as well as the complex field configuration which occurs in planar doped
barrier transistor type devices. The calculations provide estimates of

current gain and carrier transit times for PDB transistor structures. High
current gains are found to require very narrow base widths.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to grow very thin semiconductor layers with accurately con-

trolled doping has brought about new device concepts in recent years [1,21. To

improve high frequency performance many of the new device concepts attempt to

use non steady-state electron dynamics such as ballistic transport or velocity

overshoot which occur over short distances when charge carriers are subjected

to large electric fields. The GaAs planar doped barrier (PDA) illustrated in

Fig. I is a rectifying junction (21 which, when fabricated with an accurately

controlled doping profile, should demonstrate hot electron characteristics.

By combining two barriers, a PDB transistor structure can be formed as

shown in Fig. 2. The basic idea is that carriers injected by forward bias

over the larger of the two barriers will become hot carriers in the heavily

jdoped base. Host of these carriers should have high velocity and sufficient

energy to traverse the smaller collector barrier. Interest in such device

.structures has provided the motivation for the present ensemble Monte Carlo

study of carriers subjected to abrupt changes in electric field.

*This wo k was suppocted by a research grant frou the Office of Naval

Research, Arlington, VA mn contract No. DAAG29-80-i-0080 from the

Ary Research Office, Durhm, NC.
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ABKUPT FIELD CHANGES AND HIGH FIELD SPIKES

Ensemble velocity profiles near an abrupt change in the electric field

are shown in Fig. 3. Three examples are shown with the field for x > 0 being

20 kV/ca and for x < 0 taking oan the three values of 2, 5 and 8 kV/cm. The

curves in Fig. 3 show the general behavior of velocity overshoot expected as

carriers enter a high field region. The high velocity transient, however, be-

gins a considerable distance before the carriers enter the high field region

i with the velocity exceeding 2ZI0 7 cm/sec. Since thc - ters cannot have their

energy changed by the high field before exposure to th 3h field, this ini-

! I tial velocity increase cannot be due to hot carrier effects.

A detailed study of this pre-overshoot effect has demonstrated that it is

not a hot carrier effect, but an ensemble effect on the carriers for x<O due

to the carrier boundary condition established by the high field region begin-

ning at x-0. Basically, the low-field/high-field interface acts as an ideal

carrier collecting boundary to the low field region. Thus, any carrier reach-

ing the high field region has an extremely low probability of being back scat-

tered into the low field region. The velocity distribution for x slightly

less than zero must have essentially no particles with negative velocities.

The above discussion provides a simple explanation for the ensemble aver-

J age velocity near the low-field/high field interface. Consider a drifted Max-

wellian velocity distribution function with a mean velocity of vo . A calcula-

StLoa of the ensemble average velocity of only the positive velocity particles

yields

<v>+ I exp(-Eo/kT )=v> + Vo()

I



where Co " (1/2)m*vo 2 . This simple expression has been found to give very

I good agreement to the low-field/high-field interface ensemble velocity when

evaluated with appropriate vo and kT parameters.

Confirmation of the above model is provided in Fig. 4 vhich shows the ea-

semble velocity for a high field spike of width 300A beginning at z -0. The

circular points are velocities calculated for x < 0 when the x - 0 interface

is replaced by an ideal collecting contact. The close agreement between the

two curves verifies that the low-field/high-field boundary is acting like an
ideal collecting boundary. The value of Wv+ - 2.5xl0 7 cm/sec calculated from

(1) is in excellent agreement with the interface ensemble velocity. It is al-

so noted in Fig. 4 that the velocity to the right of the high field spike is

about 2 x L07 cm/sec and considerably above the 1 kV/cm steady state value

(Vss) of about 0.8 x 107 cm/sec. Thus, the high field spike has imparted a

Iconsiderable component of x directed momentum to the ensemble of particles and

i this persists for a considerable distance beyond the high field spike.

PLANAK DOPED BARRIER TUANSISTORS

The assumed field profile and the resulting velocity profile for a PDB

I transistor structure is shown in Fig. 5. This particular structure has an

emitter barrier height of 0.31 volts and calculations are shown for three col-

I3 lector barrier heijhts of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 volts, which give barrier height

differences of 0.16, O.L1 and 0.06 volts. These calculations are for a base

width of 2000A. Other calculations have been made for base widths of 250A and

I00A.
The carrier velocity within the base region (0.03 un < x < .23 .m) is

I lower than might be expected from simple ballistic arguments oan single car-

riers. The velocity profile around the emitter field spike is similar to that

for a single field spike as shown in Fig. 4. There is an initial rise to

I above 2 z 107 ca/sec before the high field region followed by a very narrow

I
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peak in the velocity. The velocity within the base layer is lower than that

following a single field spike because of some additional trapping of carriers

I between the two energy barriers within the base layer.

The collector region in the present calculations was taken as 18 kV/cm

I and of length 5000A. The velocity shows a second peak in this region (x >

I1 0.25 um) which is followed by a region of low velocity as carriers transfer to

the upper (L) valley. The velocity in the collector region is found to

I depend on the height of the collector barrier as shown by the three curves.

Some carriers lose sufficient energy within the base layer to become per-

I manently trapped there. (Carriers which transfer to the L valley will become

temporarily trapped until they transfer back to the r valley). tn the present

calculations the trapped carriers constitute the base current and were removed

j from the ensemble as soon as they reached the collector barrier with insuffi-

cieont energy to traverse it.

Fig. 6 shows calculated beta values as a function of base width for two

barrier height differences. As would be expected, beta is a strong function

of both base width and barrier height difference. The solid curves are based

upon a simple model which assumes that tc - Ie exp(-xB/L) where L is a pheno-

menological parameter which was evaluated from the OOOA base width calcula-

i tions. The Monte Carlo calculations at 250A and 2000A are seen to agree rea-

sonably well with this simple model. Beta values above 10 have been found to

Irequire base widths below lOOA.

The average electron transit time for the transistor structures shown in

Fig. 5 were in the range of 5-6 psec yielding gain-bandwidth products of fT -

30 GOiz.

L. C. 0. Bo-ler and G. 0. Alley, Proc. IEE, 70, 46 (1980).

2. a. J. Malik, It. A. Hollis, L. F. Eastman, D. W. Woodard, and C.E.C. Wood,

.presented at the 1981 Cornell Conf. on Active Semiconductor Devices and
Circuits.

I CholI
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Figure 1. (a) Doping, (b) Electric

0 x Field, and (c) ConductionI Band Profiles
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I PROFILE STUDIES OF ION-IMPLANTED MESFETs*

J. M. Golo -and R. J. Trew

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department

North Carolina State University

Raleigh, North Carolina 27650

I

IABSTRACT

A study of ion-implanted MESFET performance as a function of the

implantation energy and fluency and including the effects of deep-level

Itrapping state concentrations in the substrate has been conducted. Carrier

concentrations as a function of depth are determined through the use of LSS

theory and a profiling model. An analytic device model, which computes both

DC and RF characteristics, is then employed to predict MESFET performances.

The study includes the effects of depth dependent transport properties and has

j indicated a number of design rules for the fabrication of optimized

ion-implanted devices.

*This work was supported by Rockwell International Electronics Research Center

and the U.S. Army Research Office, Research Triangle Park, NC on contract

DAAG2-80-K-0080.
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INTRODUCTION

The performance of FETs fabricated by ion-implantation depends greatly on

carrier concentrations and velocity-field characteristics as a function of

I depth into the active device layers. The presence of deep-level traps in the

semiconductor contributes to the complexity of problems associated with the

characterization of ion-implanted devices.

This paper presents the results of a study to determine the effects of

various concentration and transport profiles upon device performance. The

study utilizes theoretical models of both material properties and device

characteristics. This information is combined with experimental material

I characterization to provide improved quantitative accuracy of the model.

Figure 1 outlines the modeling steps involved in obtaining the results to

be presented. Initially, the determination of typical ranges for concentra-

Stions of deep-level trapping states, NT(X), was made from a novel measurement

technique using both differential capacitance and conductance DLTS data.

Shallow-level donor concentrations, ND(x), were then determined from 5S

theory as a function of implantation parameters. These concentrations as a

I function of depth were then used in a profiling model to determine the

j free-carrier profile, n(x), for the material. Carrier transport properties

were also determined from the trap and donor profiles. This was done through

the use of Monte Carlo particle simulations and a model to account for the

effects of compensation in the semiconductor.

An analytic model which utilizes all of this information is then used to

assess performance potential. The DC characteristics and small-signal

S-parameters along with figures-of-merit are computed by the model. The

distinction between free-carrier and donor profiles, the effect of deep-level

traps, and the depth dependence of mobility and velocity are shown to be

J fimportant considerations which have been ignored in previous models.i,
--------. 4-
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THE DEVICE MODEL

A one-dimensional analytic device model with a small-signal analysis has

been developed and utilized for this work. The model is based upon the

I principles presented by Pucel [1] but has been generalized for arbitrary

I doping profiles and includes differences in the free-carrier and shallow-level

donor profiles and the effects of deep-levels.

j The model assumes that the electron transport properties of a material

can be simulated by a two-piece velocity-field relationship. The two-piece

f approximation is defined from a theoretical velocity-field characteristic

determined by Monte Carlo techniques. For electric fields less than an

appropriate saturation field, Em, the electron velocity is described by a

linear expression,

v f t:E. (I)

For electric fields above E. the electrons move at a constant, maximum

velocity, V.

IThe low-field mobility as a function of depth into the channel is

determined from the equation [2],

ILO]c& (1-e)b

o + log 2L C (2)
NO

where

I -ta1  ND .R3 ,

- 8380 ca/Vsec,

No - 23.2553,

IC - 23.0,
e *rW

and
, ( loS )2 _ s(logWD) + C for > 1o2l U73I b
S.114992 for W < 1021 e-3 ,

__ _ _ 1
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with A - 0.025,

I B - 0.817278,

C - 6.252838,

and where ND is given in m-3.

Equation (2) gives the low-field mobility as a function of donor density

and background compensation. To derive equation (2) the theoretical results

j of Walukiewicz *t al. [3] were used in conjunction with Monte Carlo

velocity-field predictions [4]. The Monte Carlo results were used to

f determine the mobility as a function of background donor density with no traps

present, and the Walukiewicz values were then normalized to the Monte Carlo

numbers. The normalized data were finally curve fit to obtain equation (2).

Very good agreement is obtained when equation (2) is plotted against the

normalized Walukiewicz values as shown in Figure 2.

IThe technique for determining the maximum velocity vm has been previously

presented [5,6,7]. The saturation velocity can be described by the

J expression

v vo- A log 1(1-y)2 + B], (3)

where

y - [ND(x)/NO]2 "5

No  1.5 x 1022 m-3 ,

I - 0.0262,

3 - 0.4,

and vo  - 1.40 x 105 i/sec.

Equation (3) gives v In i105 /sec when ND(x) is expressed in m73 . The

expression is assumed to have the same dependence upon compensation ratio G as

o [ equation (2). Thus, the factor (1-e)b is mltiplied with equation (3) to

obtain vm in the presence of traps. The exponent b is defined in equation

<I' (2),

__ _ L
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Equations (2) and (3) in conjunction with knowledge of the three

profiles, n(x) - the free-electron concentration, ND(X) - the donor

concentration and NT(x) - the deep-level concentration, allow for the

I derivation of a device model which includes the effects of varying transport

properties as a function of epi-depth. The profiles of interest are

determined with a novel characterization technique (2] that combines

experimental capacitance-voltage (C-V) and conductance deep-level transient

spectroscopy (DLTS) data. The experimental equipment and procedure is

discussed elsewhere [8].

For this work an ion-implanted one micron gate length device [9] was

analyzed. The experimental characterization revealed the presence of a

dominant deep-level donor state 0.736 eV below the conduction band. The level

is probably EL2 [10,11] in agreement with the findings of Martin et al. [12].

fThe resulting free-carrier, shallow-level donor, and deep-level concentrations

as a function of depth into the material are shown in Figure 3. Despite the

fscatter of the data near the tail, it is evident that diffusion of the

electrons has caused the free-carrier and shallow-level donor concentrations

to differ significantly. The low-field mobility versus depth obtained from

this analysis is also shown in Figure 3. In regions of relatively high donor

concentration the mobility varies inversely with doping, as expected. Near

! the tail of the implanted region, however, the deep-levels seriously degrade

the mobility acting to confine the active device channel.

I JThe dc I-V characteristics for the device as determined from the model

are compared in Figure 4 with the measured I-V curves. It should be noted

I that without the inclusion of the effects of traps upon the carrier transport

characteristics the excellent agreement shown in Figure 4 could not be

obtained. The traps have a tendency to "soften" the pinch-off characteristics

S.1
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of the device (i.e., when traps are included in the simulation, the slope

dlg/dVg is not as great near pinch-off). For all of the devices studied in

this work, this "softening" effect was required to obtain best agreement with

I the measured I-V characteristics.

The model allows the element values for a small-signal equivalent circuit

as shown in Figure 5 to be determined. The equivalent circuit can be analyzed

to obtain RF performance predictions as a function of the various implantation

I parameters and material characteristics.

I RESULTS

The results that follow were obtained following the modeling steps

j outlined in the Introduction and illustrated in Figure 1. Three parameters

were varied independently. They are 1) implantation energy, e 2) peak doping -

density, LNme, and 3) trapping state density, NT(x). The implant species was

assumed to be Si in GaAs and the activation was assumed to be IOOZ for all

devices. The gate length of the simulated devices is one micron with a gate

i width of 300 microns. The trapping state density was assumed to be constant

as a function of depth for these studies. Note that the peak doping density

t I can be converted to a corresponding ion fluency through the simple relation-

shipI e - AT pNmax (4)

where s is the standard deviation of the projected range. The value for

can be obtained from LSS theory when the implant schedule is known.

Figure 6a shows computed carrier profiles for the same 75 keV implant

I with N=a - 2x1017 cm-3 , but for three different trapping state

concentrations. The low-field mobility and maximum velocity profiles

corresponding to these three cases are shown in Figure 6b. It is clear from

f Ithe figures that the trapping state concentration in the material has a

significant effect on both the free-carrier concentration and the transport

.... [ _
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properties of the implanted material. The equivalent circuit element values

that correspond to these cases are shown in Table I. The deep-level

concentration has the most effect upon the device transconductance which

I decreases as the trap concentration increases and the gate delay time which

increases with the trap concentration.

Table I

Ion-Implanted MESFET
Equivalent Circuit Element Values

e 75 keV, pa - 2x1017 ca-3
Vds 3-0 V, Id - Idas

Deep-Level Concentration

Element lxlO14 cm- 3  2x1015cm-3  lxlO16cm-3

Lm(mmho) 46.4 45.6 41.5

Cgs(PF) 0.419 0.417 0.399

Rdr(kQ) 1.22 1.20 1.35

Ri(Q) 3.337 3.423 3.680

(psec) 8.00 8.16 8.41

fmax(Glz) 66.1 64.5 61.8

f The remaining parameters were constant with the values Cds - 0.0577 pF,

Cgd - 0.0432 pF, Ed a 1.214 0 and Rs - 1.214 9.

I For the implant energy and peak doping studies, the trapping state

density was left constant at N - 2x101 5 cm 3 . This number was chosen to be in

general agreement with the results shown in Figure 3. The implant energy was

varied from 50 to 150 keV while the peak doping took values between 8x1016 and

4x10 17 cta-3 .
9 I
S I i
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The value for fT is computed from first order considerations to be given by

gm (5)I -2
The quantity fmax is obtained by noting the frequency at which Mason's

Iunilateral gain (as predicted by the model) goes to unity . Mason's

utllateral gain at a frequency of 10 GB: is plotted as a function of energy in

Figure 8. The results clearly indicate the superiority of low-energy implants

for high-frequency operation.

The information plotted in Figure 8 indicates the importance of implant

energy to achieve optimum high frequency performance. Notice that for a peak

doping of 4x10 17 cz-3 , a decrease of implant energy from 150 to 50 keV results

in better than a 9Z increase in the unilateral power gain, from 16.2 dB to

17.7 dB. The superior high frequency performance of low energy implants is

easily understood in terms of the device physics. The available charge

carriers lie closer to the surface (gate contact) for low energy implants.

Thus, the gate potential required to alter the depletion width is smaller than

for deep implants and the transconductance of the device should rise. High

- transconductance is important to the high frequency performance of these

devices. All of the devices considered in compiling Figures 7 and 8 were

compared at a bias of ID -
10 mA. The dashed line falling off rapidly at the

low-energy end of the curves indicate that for energies lower than this,

[IDSS<lO mA.
The trapping state concentration in ion-implanted semiconductor material

Ican vary over a wide range of values. The quality of the initial

[ sem-insulating substrate, the temperature characteristic of the various

processing steps used, and the type of annealing implemented all affect the,Ii
[.
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kinds and relative concentrations of deep-levels in the final device (13,14].

For the trap study in this work, an implant energy of 75 keV and a peak doping

density of 2 x 101 7 cm- 3 was assumed. The background trapping state

concentration was varied from 0 to 1016 cm-3 . For trapping state concentra-

tious above 1016 cm-3 , the device would be normally pinched-off.

Figure 9 illustrates the effects traps have on the zero gate bias

current, IDSS, and the pinch-off potential, Woo. The trapping state density

of the figure ranges between 1014 and 1016 cm-3 . Over this range the zero

gate bias current varies between 30 and 18 mA, while the pinch-off potential

varies between 1.62 and 1.38 volts. This large range of DC characteristics

indicates that reproducibility will be a problem unless consistency of the

trapping state density in the substrate can be maintained. It should be

further noticed that for deep-level concentrations below a level of about 1015

cm- 3 , very little change in the characteristics occurs. As the trapping state

concentration increases above the low 1015 cm-3 level, however, the

current and pinch-off potential begin to fall rapidly.

Figure 10 shows the pinch-off "softening" effect mentioned in the

previous section for one particular device. Notice that the figure plots

normalized current and voltage. Thus, the trapping state density affects the

DC characteristics of the device in a qualitative as well as a quantitative

way.

Deep-level traps also have some effect on the RF performance of the

device as illustrated in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows clearly the

decrease of fT and fma, associated with increasing trapping state

concentrations-especially for deep-level concentrations above the low

1015 cm- 3 range. In Figure 12 note that for low bias currents fT increases

when few traps are present while it decreases for higher trap concentrations.

This is easily explained in terms of the degrading effects traps have on

f7
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I mobility and velocity. As the gate bias restricts current flow, a larger

fraction of the carriers are forced deeper into the channel. This corresponds

to the more lightly doped regions of the device. If the compensation ratio is

fairly small (i.e., few traps) then from equations (1) and (3) the transportI ! properties are superior, and fT increases. If, on the other hand, the

trapping state density is on the saw order of magnitude as the shallow-level

donor concentration, than the compensation ratio approaches one. This

corresponds to extreme degradation of mobility and velocity and, thus, forces

fT to decrease.

JCONCLUSIONS
It has been shown how deep level traps in ion-implanted devices degrade

I carrier transport properties in the semiconductor material. The degradation

- is more severe near the tail of the implant profile than near the peak. Thus,

the transport properties of the device will be depth-or bias--dependent. A

modeling technique which accounts for this dependence has been used to study

device properties as a function of fabrication parameters and deep-level

concentrations. The results indicate that low energy implants should possess

superior high-frequency properties and that lowering the trapping state

density in the material should improve device performance. For the 75 keV

implant studied in this work, a critical deep-level concentration of about

1015 ca 3 was identified. For trapping state concentrations above this level

performance degradation becomes increasingly severe. Decreasing deep-levels

in ion-implanted devices below this critical trapping state concentration

should improve device performance. It should be noted, however, that for a

different implant schedule than the one considered here (i.e., 75 keV with

N.- 2X1017 cm-3 ) the critical trap density may be different.

Jt
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Figure 1 Flow-chart of modeling 
steps required to obtain 

study results.

Figure 2 Low-field mobility as a function of doping and deep-leval
compensation. The solid lines are computed from equation (2) for e
- 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. The data points are from the normalized
theoretical computations [3].

Figure 3 Resulting concentration profiles and low-field mobility profile for
one device.

I Figure 4 Comparison of model predicted and measured I-V characteristics for a

one micron ion-implanted device.

Figure 5 The equivalent circuit for an FET used in the analysis.

Figure 6a Concentration profiles for a 75 keV implant with Nma x - 2xl017 c - 3

and with NT - 1x1014, 921015, lxl016 c - 3 . The solid curve is the
donor density while the dashed curves are free-carrier densities
appropriate for the various trapping state densities.

Figure 6b Transport property profiles for the three 75 keV implants of Figure
6a. The solid curves give low-field mobility as a function of
depth. The dashed curves give maximum velocity as a function of
depth.

Figure 7s Predicted gain-bandwidth product, fT, vs. implantation energy, F.
The peak doping, Vs., is used as an independent parameter.

Figure 7b Predicted maximum frequency of oscillation, fmx, vs. implantation
energy, c. The peak doping, lax, is used as an independent
parameter.

Figure 8 Mason's unilateral gain, U, at 10 GHz vs. energy, r. trapping statedensity is constant at NT - 2x1015 cm-3 .

i Figure 9 Predicted effects of varying trapping state concentrations on DC
characteristics.

I Figure 10 Normalized drain current predictions vs. normalized gate volta
with and without traps.

3 Figure 11 Predicted gain-bandwidth product, fT, and maximum frequency of
L oscillation, fmax, vs. background trapping state concentration.

Figure 12 Predicted gain-bandwidth product, fT, as a function of normalized
drain current. The background trapping state concentration is used
as a variable parameter.[ 1
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A TECHNIQUE FOR MODELING ION-IMPLANTED C aA. ESFETS
IN THE PRESENCE OF DEEP LEVELS

J. M. Golio, G. N. Maracas, D. Johnson, 1. J. Trey

and N. A. Masnari
North Carolina State University

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
Raleigh, North Carolina 27650

INTRODUCTION

j -Recent interest in developing GaAs integrated circuits for both
microwave (1] and high-speed logic [2] applications has stimulated the
development of ion-implanted MESFETs. Obtaining performance predictions for
Ion-implanted FETs, however, presents several problems unique to these
devices. Free-carrier and shallow-level donor concentrations will not be
equivalent within the channel of an ion-implanted device, and both
concentrations will vary as a function of channel depth. Deep-levels will
also exist within the energy gap of the channel material. These levels will
act to decrease the number of carriers available for conduction and also to
degrade transport characteristics. In order to obtain accurate performance
predictions, therefore, it Is first necessary to quantitatively characterize
each of these depth dependent material properties. In many cases traditional
characterization techniques will not provide sufficient information for anf accurate material characterization.

This paper presents a modeling technique for determining free-carrier,
shallow-level donor, deep-level and low-field mobility profiles. The
technique makes use of differential capacitance (C-V), conductance DLTS and
channel mobility profile data. The effect of this more accurate modeling on
performance prediction is also examined.

I DIFERENTIAL CAPACITANCE

Typical free-carrier, background donor, and deep-level profiles for a
smple of ion-implanted semiconductor material is shown in Figure 1.
Free-carrier diffusion from highly doped to more lowly doped regions in the
material causes the free-carrier profile to differ from that of the
shallow-level donor profile. This. effect is most pronounced in shallow
Implants and can lead to as much as an order of magnitude difference between
the two concentrations for implants typically used in the fabrication of GaAs

* -f I. ESFETs.

.4, Traditional C-V analysis establishes the distribution of majority
carriers rather. than the distribution 'of .ionized mpurity atoms [3]. The
actual impurity distribution in a measured sample can then be computed from
the free-carrier distribution [4]. In the C-V measurement process, the
capacitance is normally measured with a small oscillating voltage
superimposid over a fixed applied bias. The fixed voltage bias translates

. .f
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into a depletion length into the material through the use of the abrupt
3 depletion approximation. The oscillating voltage induces a current due to an
3incremental charge being alternately covered and uncovered near the depletion

region edge.

IThe presence of deep-levels in the material adds complications to the
analysis. The traps allow the incremental charge which is measured to come
not only from free-carriers in the conduction band, but also from carriers
trapped in the deep-level sites. The interpretation of C-V data under these
conditions has been examined in detail by Kimerling [5]. The analysis
considers the relationship between the frequency of the oscillating voltage,
the electron emission rate associated with the deep energy site, and the rate
of change of the dc bias as well as the type of trap site present. Following
Kimerling, expressions to accurately interpret C-V data and obtain the
free-carrier distribution can be developed provided the dominant trap site
can be accurately described (6,7]. The effect that traps have on the
interpretation of C-V data is shown in Figure 2. The solid curve in the
figure represents the computed free-carrier concentration using traditional
C-V analysis and assuming no deep-levels are present in the material [3].
The dashed curves represent what the actual free-carrier distribution in the
material would be for various constant deep-acceptor and deep-donor trap
densities. In actual ion-implanted material the trap distribution will not
be constant with depth so that more detailed analysis is necessary.

DEEP-LEVEL TRANSIENT SPECTROSCOPY

* IConductance DLTS similar to that proposed by Adlerstein (8] has been
utilized in this work. In the measurement process the source-drain

I conductance of an FET structure is monitored while a gate voltage pulse is
applied repetitively. Band diagrams which correspond to times before, during
and after the gate pulse are shown in Figure 3. A dc reverse bias voltage has
the channel nearly pinched-off before the gate pulse is applied. TheJ drain-source voltage is kept small to insure that the device remains in the
linear region. Thus, a small steady-state conductance is measured. When the
gate pulse is applied, it acts to decrease the depletion width and causes
empty electron traps formerly in the depletion region to be filled (see
Figure 3b). Immediately after the pulse, the depletion region is deeper than
before the pulse since the filled traps carry the added negative charge of

- trapped electrons. This decrease in depletion width corresponds to a
measured decrease in the source-drain conductance. Because the time
constants of deep-levels are relatively long compared to capacitance time
constants, the total change in conductance immediately after the pulse is not

* difficult to determine. The more traditional DLTS analysis which monitors
the rate of decay of the trapped carrier charge is function of temperature is
used only independently in this technique to determine the trapping state

I energy level. Finally, by using several gate pulses of different magnitudes,
*. | ~information about the density of the deep energy levels as a function of

depth can be obtained.

I
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It should be noted that calculation of conductance "and change of
conductance requires that low-field mobility and free-cirrier distributions
be known. For this work mobility was calculated using the theoretical
results of Waluklewicz et al. [93 in conjunction vith Honte Carlo [10ivelocity-field simulations. The data obtained in this way was then curve fit

to obtain an empirical expression for mobility as a function of ionized
impurity density and compensation ratio. The resulting expression is given
in reference [11] and plotted against normalized Walukiewicz values in Figure
4. The figure illustrates the excellent agreement between the two. A
further check on the mobility calculation can be made by comparing the
computed mobility with that obtained from a magnetotransconductance
measurement [133.

MEASUREMENT APPARATUS

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram"of the' MCNC/NCSU electrical properties
characterization laboratory. All measurements are controlled by an LSI 11/23
computer which stores the data and can transmit it to larger mainframe
computers and remote users. This system will be described more completely at
a later time.

I-V characteristics of devices are obtained with an HP4145A
emiconductor parameter analyzer which is connected to an automatic probe

station for on-chip measurements. I MHz C-V/GV data is extracted with a PAR
410 capacitance-voltage profiler. This is also used for capacitance and
conductance DLTS measurements. Fast A/D converters digrtize the DLTS
transiebts and store them for later analysis [13]. The Air Products
Helitran, which is capable of attaining liquid Helium temperatures (4.21K)
can be inserted between the poles of the laboratory electromagnet for
experiments in magnetic fields such as mobility and magnetoresistance as a
function of temperature. The cryostat also has quartz windows allowing
optical excitation of the samples.

Since all measurements are completely automated, new experiments can be
performed simply by writing specialized software routines. This increases
the flexibility of the system by increasing the number of measurements
possible.

PROFILE SOLUTION

Differential capacitance data allows for the calculation of free-carrier
distribution if the deep-level distribution is known. Likewise, DLTS data
allows for the calculation of deep-level distributions provided the
free-carrier distribution is known. The combination of the two measurements
when coupled with appropriate device equations provides sufficient
information for determining the profiles of interest. References 16] and [7]
outline a method for obtaining solutions to the set of highly non-linear
integral and differential equations which must be solved simultaneously. The

method involves assuming a deep-level distribution in the material and thenII

Ia
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using the C-V data to compute the DLTS results. The actual DLTS measurement
data can then be compared to the predictions for the asiumed trap density
profile. By modifying the assumed trap density profile good agreement
between the change in conductance predicted and that which is measured can be
obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Measurements were performed on a I Ma gate length MESFET and a fat PET
(250 x 200 Ma) adjacent to it on the same chip. The active channel was
formed by implanting silicon into a Chromium doped GaAs substrate.
Conductance DLTS and 1 MHz C-V measurements were performed on these devices
and a dominant deep-level donor site was identified at 0.736 eV below the
conduction band. This trap is probably (EL2). The findings of Martin et al.
(12] also indicate that an (EL2) dominance is to be expected.

f The measurement data was input into a computer simulation wnich
calculates the desired profiles as discussed in references [6] and [7]. For
a first guess at the deep-level distribution, constant density profiles were
assumed. The solid lines of Figure 5 show the resulting conductance
predictions for various trap densities along with measured data. Note that
small values of Va-Vp correspond to regions deep in the active channel while
larger values represent areas close to the surface. Using simple step
function approximations for the trap density profile results in considerable
improvement in the obtained agreement.

Figure 6 illustrates free-carrier, ionized donor and. deeg-level
concentrations which result from the analysis. Note that some scatter of the
ionized donor data begins to occur deep in the channel. This begins to occur
when the trap density and ionized donor density are of the same order of
magnitude. The uncertainties in the exact shallow-level concentration at
this depth are not critical to profile predictions. This is true since the
magnitude of all the quantities of interest are small at this depth when

compared to their magnitudes near the implant peak. Despite the scatter of
the data, it is evident from Figure 6 that the free-carrier and shallow-donor
concentrations differ significantly. For lower energy (shallow) implants,

I this distinction between the two profiles is even greater.

The low-field mobility profile obtained from this analysis is also shown
in Figure 6. The curve can be compared to an experimentally obtained
mobility and is in good agreement. The low field mobility profile in the
channel is obtained experimentally by monitoring the magnetic field

l° dependence of the 1.6 pM gate device transconductance 113].

EFFECT ON DEVICE PERFORMANCE

I The effects whi*.h depth dependent concentrations and transport
properties have on device performance have been studied through the use of a
device model which is described in references [7] and [Ll]. The model is a

LL
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one-dimensional model with small-signal analysis which Accouncs for depth
dependent carrier concentrations and transport propertiis.

The I-V predictions of the model for a 1.6 micron ion-implanted device
are compared in Figure 8 with measured I-V curves. The agreement is
excellent. It should be noted that without the inclusion of depth dependent
transport due to traps, this agreement could not be obtained. The

deep-levels have a tendency to "soften" the pinch-off characteristics of the
device. For all of the devices studied in this work, this "softening" effect
was required to obtain best agreement with measured I-V characteristics.
This pinch-off softening effect is also illustrated in Figure 9 for one
particular device. In addition to the qualitative effect of Figure 9, the
inclusion of depth dependent transport properties also has considerable
quantitative effect. Figure 10 shows the zero gate bias drain current and
the pinch-off potential as a function of trapping state concentration. The
trapping state density of the figure ranger between 1014 and 1016 cm-3. Over
this range the zero gate bias current varies between 30 and 18 mA, while the
pinch-off potential varies between 1.62 and 1.38 volts.

t CONCLUSION

A modeling technique for determining free-carrier, shallow-level donor,I deep-level and mobility profiles of ion-Implanted devices has been

illustrated. Experimental results obtained from C-V, conductance DLTS and
channel mobility profile measurements on a 1.6 pm device are shown and have

I" been incorporated into the model. Agreement between the measured and
I- calculated device parameters is extremely good indicating the-importance of

including basic material parameters into a device model.
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I A MODELING TECHNIQUE FOR

CHARACTERIZING ION-IMPLANTED MATERIAL

USING C-V AND DLTS DATA*

I
J. M. Golio, R. J. Trev, G. N. Maracas and H. Lefevre

I Electrical Engineering Department
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina 27650

I
ABSTRACTI

A new modeling technique for determining free-carrier, shallow-level

donor, trap and mobility profiles of ion-implanted GaAs MESFETs is presented.

jThis technique uses the results of C-V and conductance DLTS measurements to
calibrate a theoretical model. The model eliminates assumptions commonly made

[in other simple characterization techniques. A sample case is presented which

indicates the importance of this more rigorous treatment.

*This work was partially supported by the Army Research Office, Durham, NC on

r. contract DAAG29-80-K-0080.
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NOTATION

a epi-layer thickness

Do electron diffusion coefficient

I c conduction band energy

D shallow-level donor energy

F Fermi energy level

T deep-level trapping state energy level

v valance band energy level

I E Electric field

Jn total electron current density

k Boltzmann's constant

L gate length

free-carrier concentration

j Nc conduction band density of states

ND ionized impurity concentration

NT deep-level trapping state concentration

q electronic charge

I T temperature

xw  depletion width

Am change in depletion width

f yv Fermi level cross point of the trap level

Ay change in the Fermi level cross point

Z gate width

er dielectric constant of semiconductor

r permittivity of free-space

Spo low-field electron mobility

V31  built In potential of Schottky-barrier

I
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1. INTRODUCTION

3 An attractive technology for the development of GaAs integrated circuits

for microwave, millimeter-wave and high-speed logic applications involves ion-

I implantation of conductive regions directly into high-resistivity, bulk grown

i semiconductor substrates [1,2]. The performance of FETs fabricated in this

manner depends strongly upon carrier concentration profiles and transport

characteristics as a function of depth into the device active layer. The

determination of these quantities, however, is complicated by the presence of

I impurity compensation in the form of deep-levels within the channel and by

free carrier diffusion due to non-uniform impurity profiles.

Generally, C-V techniques that assume charge neutrality conditions

j throughout the undepleted semiconductor are utilized to analyze semiconductor

profiles. Also, the effects of deep-levels are often neglected. These

f assumptions are generally not valid for the case of ion-implanted material

typically used for GaAs MESFETs. When diffusion and compensation effects must

Ibe considered the transformation from bias dependent to depth dependent

parameters is complicated. In general, it is not possible to accurately

determine the various profiles of interest for non-uniformly doped

( semiconductors solely from C-V measurements.

In this paper we present a modeling and characterization technique for

S I determining free carrier, shallow-level donor, deep-level and carrier mobility

profiles. This technique Is applicable for the analysis of material with

arbitrary deep-level and doping profiles. This method combines experimental

differential capacitance (C-V) and conductance deep-level transient

spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements with a theoretical characterization model.

[The combination of the C-V and DLTS measurements allows the carrier mobility
as a function of depth to be accurately determined in an indirect manner.rI

I.
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The profiles obtained with this method have been used in a theoretical MESFET

I device model to analyze the effects of various profiles upon device

performance_[3r. Excellent agreement between the theoretical and experimental

device performance was obtained. Such agreement offers indirect evidence of

j the accuracy of the characterization technique.

2. GENERAL DEVICE EQUATIONS

Figure 1 shows typical free-carrier, background donor, and deep-level

profiles for a sample of ion-implanted semiconductor material. Typically,

peak doping ranges from about 9xlOl 6 cm- 3 to 4x10 1 7 cm 3 . The deep-level

I concentrations vary with material growth technology and generally range from

low 10 1 5 c - 3 to as high as 5x10 16 cm 3 . Even in the absence of deep trapping

fcenters, free-carrier diffusion from highly doped to more lowly doped regions

will cause the free-carrier profile to differ from that of the ionized donors

I as shown in Figure 1. This effect, also knouas Debye tailing, can be

significant. Our studies show that as such as an order of magnitude

difference can exist between these two profiles for ion-implanted materials

typically used in the fabrication of GaAs MSFETs.

The relationship between the free-carrier, donor, and deep-level profiles

can be obtained by combining the current density equation for electrons with

Poisson's equation in the direction into the channel. The appropriate form

1 ffor the one-dimensional current density equation in n-type material is

dn
in - 0 - q(on(x)E(x) + Dn ) (I)

To write the charge balance equation appropriate for bulk semiconductor

material, the deep-level characteristics must be known. For the case where[

r
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I deep-level acceptors act as the dominant electron trap in the semiconductor

material, Poisson's equation is written as [4]

dE - q {NDx)-n(x)-NT(x)}. (2a)
dx cr o

When deep-level donors constitute the electron traps in the material, equation

(2a) must be modified. In undepleted semiconductor material, deep-level donor

states will normally lie below the Fermi level. Thus, they will be filled and

fcarry no charge. The appropriate form of Poisson's equation for this case is

[4]

I dE j Ni D(x)-n(x) }. (2b)
dx VT

fEquation (1) and the appropriate form of equation (2) can be combined to
express one of the profiles in terms of the other two. In the deep-acceptor

I trap case, the background donor concentration can be written as

kT rr % d dF2]
ND(X) - n(x) + NT(x) - 2 --- (3a)

q2  dx[n(x)dx.

Iwhere the Einstein relation has been used. Likewise, when the traps consist

j.mainly of deep-donors, the shallow-level donor concentration can be written

kTtccro d [I dn
ND(X) - n(x) - I- - (3b)[ q2  dx Ln(x) j

The relationships (3a) and (3b) are identical to that derived by Kennedy

[. and O'Brien [5] if trap centers were not present. The last term in both

equations (3a) and (3b) represents the local charge imbalance that will, in

general, exist within the material. The importance of this local steady-state

I" charge imbalance in terms of the device measurements will be discussed in more

detail in the following sections.

I
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3. DIFEHNTIAL CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT (C-V) 97

Using the depletion approximation, the differential capacitance (C-V)

measurement can be considered as a parallel-plate capacitor problem. The

capacitance, C, is normally measured with a small oscillating voltage, AV,

superimposed over a fixed applied bias, Va. The oscillating voltage induces a

I current due to an incremental charge, AQ, being alternately covered and

uncovered near the depletion region edge, xw . Kennedy et. al. [6] have shown

that in the absence of deep states, traditional C-V analysis estimates the

free-carrier concentration since only the free-carriers can participate in the

differential change in the device charge AQ.

I If deep trapping states are present, then the incremental charge, Q, is

due to free-carriers in the conduction band and electrons trapped in the

deep-level sites. The interpretation of C-V data under these conditions is

dependent on the relationship between the frequency of the oscillating

voltage, u(AV), the electron emission rate associated with the deep energy

site, en, and the rate of change of the dc bias, %(AVa). Both deep-level

donors and acceptors modulated at various speeds with respect to en have been

jexamined by a number of workers [7-9]. For simplicity, however, this paper

will examine only the case where[
J(v) > en>a >> (AVa).

The band diagrams for this case are shown in Figure 2. These conditions are

chosen since they would commonly hold for C-V measurements on bulk GaAs

substrates ion-implanted with n-type dopants.

Kime rling [9] has shown that when acceptor type traps make up the

I deep-levels the free-carrier concentration under the previously stated

assumptions can be expressed as

I n(xw) - flv(xw) - NT(yw)- + (x)" (4a)

xw~z

I
IL ,jj
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For donor type traps the corresponding 
expression is 
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I ywAy

n(xv) - nc-v(x)-NT(yv)--- • (4b)

In equations (4a) and (4b), the term n,-v is given by

C3  dC\ -

n"v(x) L d (5)

q err dV
and represents the traditional C-V expression. The Fermi level cross-point Y.

can be derived from the band bending if the background donor concentration is

j known. Referring to Figure 2a and applying Poisson's equation gives

q2 r
E -E- ND(x,) -

1 D7)-X(xv)ND(zv, (6)
Er to LJ.

where the notation

1(a) - fN(x)dx1 0
and

N(a) - fjxN(z)dzdx
0 0

is adopted. Knowledge of the valueF - CT is also required to determine yw

from equation (6). Normally,C - CT is determined through independent

measurement [10,131 and the relation

I Ec- Cy - kTtn(N,/n(x)) (7)

is then used with this information to determine Ep - CT-

Equations (4a), (4b) and (6) can also be written in terms of the quantity

X(xw) through the relationship

X(z)- xw-y w  (8)

I

I
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equation (4a) results in the expressionSy dX
n(xw) - cv(X)-NT(yw)- (1--) + NT(xv). (9a)

xw dxw

To obtain this expression small perturbations are assumed so that - 2 41.
4c dxI Likewise, equation (4b) becomes

Yw dX
n(xw) - nc-v(w)-NT(yw) - (1--). (9b)

xw dxw

Figure 3 shows a profile calculated from traditional C-V analysis along

I with corresponding free-carrier profiles calculated from equations (9a)

and (9b) for various constant deep-level acceptor and donor trap densities.

The deep levels have a significant effect upon the shape of the free carrier

( profile, especially near the tail of the implant. Since low noise devices are

typically biased so that the conducting channel is in the tail region, the

f deep-level concentration is expected to have a significant influence upon

device performance.

4. CONDUCTANCE DLTS

fCapacitance deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) was originally
proposed by Lang (10] and described in various forms by others 111-121 as a

technique to characterize traps in semiconductors. Similar information can

also be obtained from conductance DLTS (13], and it is this method that has

Ibeen utilized in this work. The technique involves monitoring the

rsource-drain conductance of an FET structure while a repetitive gate voltage
pulse is applied. The band diagrams corresponding to times before, during and

[after the gate pulse are illustrated in Figure 2. Before the pulse, a reverse

bias V& has the channel nearly pinched off so that only a small steady-state

ji conductance, go, is measured. The pulse acts to decrease the depletion region

I
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and causes empty electron traps formerly in the depletion zone to be filled

(see Figure 2b). Imediately after the pulse, the depletion region is deeper

than before the pulse since the filled traps carry the added negative charge

due to the trapped electrons. This increase in depletion width-signified as

Az in Figure 2c-causes a decrease in the source-drain conductance, Ag. The

non-equilibrium change in conductance decays as the filled traps emit

fi electrons back into the conduction bend. The decay process is very slow

compared to gate capacitance time constants, however, so that 6g due to filled

I traps immediately after the pulse is not difficult to determine. This change

in conductance from the steady-state value Immediately after the pulse is of

interest here. The actual rate of decay as a function of temperature which

characterizes more traditional DLTS analysis [10-13], is used independently to

determine the trapping state energy level. Finally, by using several gate

pulses of different magnitudes, information about the deep energy levels as a

function of depth can be obtained.

Under the steady-state condition of Figure 3a, the conductance go can be

I computed from

qZ a
SO ~f iVo(x)n(x)dx. (10)

L x,

Likewise, the change in conductance immediately after the pulse can be written

i from Figue, 2 as

. - o(x)n(x)dx. (11)

T The conductance quatites expressed by equations (10) and (11) represent only

the conductance beneath the gate. ?or short channel devices, the parasitic

source and drain resistauce, wi also contribute to the measured conductance.

For this work, the parasitic resistances were determined and subtracted from

the mMared terminal conductaneU..

.. .. ... ..
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Equations (10) and (11) require that mobility be known as a function of

donor density and background compensation. This information was obtained

using the theoretical results of Walukiewicz et al. [14] in conjunction with

I1 Monte Carlo velocity-field predictions. The mobility as a function of

background donor density with no traps present was determined from theoretical

Monte Carlo calculations [15], and the Walukievicz values were then normalized

f to the Monte Carlo numbers. The normalized data was used to obtain an

empirical expression for mobility as a function of background donor density

I and compensation ratio. The resulting expression is

o 1+Pmx

- 1 (12)

where [N
N' - ND . i 3 ,

D

Pmax - 8380 (cm2 /V*sec),

No - 23.2553,

c - 23.0,

6 - NT/ND,

"0.025*(log N')2 _ 0.817278*(log N') + 6.252838
D D

for ND > 1021 (m-3),b-

1 0.114992

4

for ND < 1021 (2-3),

and where ND is given in (2-3). Expression (12) is plotted against the

[ normalized Walukiewicz values in Figure 4. As can be seen from the plot, the

agreement is quite good.

,[
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Another restriction which applies to the situations illustrated in

Figure 2 is that Poisson's equation must hold. As noted in section 2, a

non-zero charge density exists within the channel independent of bias which

I gives rise to a potential gradient. This potential is not the quantity of

interest for this analysis. Rather, it is the relationship of the change in

applied potential to the depletion width which must be described. These

I quantities are related through the charge which can be moved--n(x) and

NT(x)-and are therefore independent of ND(x). Thus, the appropriate form of

fPoisson's equation to describe Figure 2a is
q =

Va - {n(xw) - (NT(xw) - NT(yw) - xwn(xw) + (xw)(NT(xw) - NT(Yw)) } - VBI

(13a)

I for deep acceptors, and

Sq - = -_-

Va = - (n(xw) + NT(yw) - xwn(xw) - yjNT(Yw)} - VBI (13b)

for deep donors. The applicable equation for Figure 2b is obtained by

changing V. to V., x. to xp and X(xw) to X(xp) in the appropriate form of

I equation (13). Similarly, from Figure 2c for the case of deep acceptor.

f Vp - (n(xw+bz) - (NT(xw+b). - NT(yp ) - (xw+&c)n(xw+&C) + (zw+,'-yp)

-(NT(xw+z) - NT(yp))} -VBI, (14.)

f while the case for deep donors is described by

I Vp - -{n(x,+Az) - NT(yp) - (xw+k)n(xw+Az) - ypNT(yp)) - VBI. (14b)

I

WI
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It can be noted from Figure 2 that only the trap sites within a distance

gof xv-k(xw) from the surface can alternately be filled and emptied by the
pulse Vp. For the case studied here, this corresponds to a depth of about 0.1

micron. For distances into the device greater than this, the trap

concentration enters into the computations th-iugh the free-carrier

I concentration as specified by equation (9), and through carrier mobility as

expressed in equation (12).

5. METHOD OF SOLUTION

The differential capacitance data, conductance DLTS data, and measurement

of the trapping state energy level when coupled with the equations of the

preceding sections provide sufficient information for determining the profiles

of interest. Certain problems exist, however, in utilizing the data and

equations together.

Equation (10) requires that a value for the maximum epilayer depth be

known. With ion-implanted profiles, however, this is a difficult quantity to

determine. For the low-energy (70 - 140 keV) Si implants studied here, it was

found that a good value for epi-thickness was on the order of 0.3 to 0.35

micron. This corresponds to a depth into the material where free-carrier

density reaches a level a little more than two orders of magnitude below the

peak free-carrier density in the structure.

The limitation of the C-V measurement technique to obtain data near the

surface of the sample creates another difficulty in the analysis. Equations

j (3), (9), (13) and (14) all require knowledge of the free-carrier

concentration throughout the active layer. This difficulty is overcome by

Irequiring that equations (10) and (13) hold simultaneously. In fact, if the

i
I
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C-V data were available throughout the active layer, then either equation (10)

or (13) would be redundant and the problem would be overspecified. In

collecting conductance DLTS data, both the reverse bias, Va, and the

I steady-state conductance, go, are measured. Also, from C-V aaalysis and

equation (4), a value for free-carrier concentration is obtained from some

minimum obtainable depletion width, xmin, to the maximum epi-layer extent, a.

I For values of x between the material surface and 1min, the free-carrier

profile can only be estimated. The initial estimate of the free-carrier

1concentration near the surface can be made by assuming that the profile should
be approximately gaussian in this region with the slope of the profile flat at

the surface. Once a profile has been established over the entire active

region, equation (13) can be used to calculate the depletion width, xw,

corresponding to applied bias, Vs. Likewise, equation (10) can be used to

compute xw, for a steady-state conductance, go. Any discrepancy between the

two values for xw obtained by these equations must be due to inaccuracies in

I the built-in potential used or in the free-carrier concentration estimate

between the surface and xmin . Adjustments can then be made to either of these

quantities until the two values for depletion width agree.

fIt should be noted that this method produces only an equivalent built-in

potential/ free-carrier profile pair near the surface. However, since under

normal device operation of an ion-implanted MISFIT this region would always be

depleted, this information is usually adequate.I
To solve the equations of the preceding sections simultaneously in a

Jrigorous fashion is difficult. equations (11) and (14) must hold for each

pulse used in the conductance DLTS measurement. Thus, if twenty different

pulse heights were used, there would be over forty integral and differential

equations that must be solved simultaneously.I-
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An alternative to this method is to assume that the background trap

Iprofile is known, and to compute the resulting conductance DLTS data. The

actual DLTS measurement data can then be compared to the predictions for the

assumed trap profile. By making modifications on the assumed trap profile

good agreement between the change in conductance predicted and that which is

measured can be obtained.

This latter method was chosen for the work presented here. The system of

equations was solved iteratively: each equation being solved individually to

update only one quantity at a time. To begin, the trap concentration was

assumed equal to some constant value throughout the device. The depletion

width, xw, corresponding to the steady-state bias, Va, was determined using

Iequations (10) and (13) as outlined above. Equation (3) was used to update

the shallow-level donor profile. The function X(xw) was then obtained from

equation (6) and the free-carrier profile determined through the use of

equation (9). Normally, three to six iterations through the equations were

required before convergence was achieved.

j Once the free-carrier and shallow-level donor profiles were determined,

equation (14) was used to compute the depletion width change, be, as a

function of pulse bias, Vp. This calculation requires the mobility to be

determined as a function of depth through use of equation (12). This

. information is then easily utilized with equation (11) to predict conductance

DLTS data. Finally, the results were compared to the DLTS data actually

measured on the device. At this point, adjustments could be made to the trap

j profile originally assumed, and the process repeated until good agreement was

obtained.I
r
I
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6. RESULTS

A 1.6 micron gate length MESFET and a differential capacitance test

pattern were fabricated on a Silicon implanted GaAs substrate [16].

I Conductance DLTS and C-V measurements were performed on these devices and a

dominant deep-level donor state (electron trap) was identified at 0.736 eV

below the conduction band. Although positive identification of this trap is

difficult, the level is probably EL2 (17,181. The dominance of this level

agrees with the findings of Martin et. al. [19]. The C-V and DLTS data was

I used as input to a computer simulation which calculates the desired profiles

as outlined in the preceding sections.

I As a first guess, the trap concentration was assumed constant. The solid

flines of Figure 5 give the resulting conductance DLTS predictions for various
trap densities along with the measured data. Notice that small values of

I Va-Vp represent areas deep in the device while larger values represent areas

close to the surface. The use of simple step function approximations for the

trap profile results in improved agreement between the model and experimental

results. A step-profile defined by

3.xlO15 c273 0.0 < x < 0.040 micron

NT 2 "5x l 0 15 c m- 3 0.04 < x < 0.055 micron

'2.0lO15 cm-3 0.055 < x < a

was used to obtain the results shown by the dashed line of Figure 5. Here the

agreement between model predictions and measurements is excellent.

rThe resulting free-carrier, shallow-level donor, and deep-level trap

concentrations as a function of depth into the material are shown in Figure 6.

Notice that deep Into the channel there is some scatter of the shallow-level

donor data. This begins to occur when the trap concentration and the

IMMNMO •
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shallow-level donor concentrations are of the same order of magnitude. The

I uncertainties in the exact shallow-level concentration at this depth into the

channel are not critical to the profile predictions. This is true since the

I magnitude of all the quantities of interest are small at this depth when

compared to their magnitudes near the implantation peak. Despite the scatter

of the data, it is evident from Figure 6 that diffusion of the electrons has

affected free-carrier and shallow-level donor concentrations. For lower

energy (shallow) implants, this distinction between the two profiles is even

f greater.

The low-field mobility profile obtained from this analysis is also shown

in Figure 6. It should be emphasized that the mobility versus depth profile

is determined indirectly with the use of equation (12). Since this technique

requires only the C-V and DLTS measurements it allows the various profiles to

j be determined in an efficient manner.

The mobility profile shown in Figure 6 is in good agreement with the

results presented by Des and Kim [20], Hobgood et al. [21] and Jay and Wallis

[22]. In addition, this technique has been used to determine profiles for use

in a theoretical device model to study the effects of the various profiles

upon device performance [3]. Excellent agreement between the theoretical

predictions and experimental device performance was obtained [3].

thnFrom Figure 4 it should be noted that when the deep-level density is less

than about 101 5 c27 3 , the C-V data can be Interpreted in the traditional manner

I' and the NT(x) terms In the equations can be neglected. Under these special

conditions n(%) Is also known and the entire analysis is simplfied. Even for

this special case, however, the shallow-level donor and free electron

concentrations oust be treated as separate functions in order to accurately

determine the carrier mobility profile.

! I
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5 A modeling technique for determining the free-carrier, shallow-level

donor, deep-level and mobility profiles of ion-implanted GaAs material

suitable for MESPET fabrication has been presented. The technique involves

non-destructive electrical C-V and conductance DLTS measurements coupled with

I the solution of the applicable device equations. The appropriate equations

have been developed and a solution method presented. Parameter profiles as a

function of depth suitable for device characterization and modeling are easily

determined. Deep-levels and free-carrier diffusion are shown to have

significant effects upon free-carrier transport characteristics. The use of

this technique on a sample case has been presented.

J
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Figure 1 Typical concentration profiles for ion-implanted material. Shown
are the free-carrier, shallow-level donor, and deep-level trapping
state profiles. The distinction between free-carrier and

shallow-level donor concentrations will exist even without the
presence of deep-levels.

1 Figure 2 Band diagrams appropriate to conductance DLTS measurements. The
figures correspond to times a) before the pulse is applied, b)
during the pulse, and c) immediately after the pulse.

Figure 3 Effect of deep-levels on C-V interpretation. The solid line
represents the computed free-carrier profile if no trapping states
a re present. The dashed curves are resulting profiles for various
constant trap densities.

Figure 4 Low-field mobility as a function of doping and deep-level
compensation. The solid lines are computed from equation (12) for
9 - 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The data points are from
normalized theoretical computations [14].I I i

Figure 5 Change in conductance as a function of pulsed voltage. Data points
are from conductance DLTS measurements. The solid lines are model
predictions with NT - constant. The dashed line Is predicted forI the three level step profile defined in the figure.

Figure 6 Resulting concentration profiles and low-field mobility profiles.

!
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A New Method of Tolerance Enhancement for

Filters and Amplifier Matching Networks*
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Abstract

A new method for increasing the tolerance of passive networks to complex

load variations is presented. The method is based upon utilization of the

angular relationship between a network's reflection coefficient and the

corresponding changes with component variations. A new filter polynomial that

I produces a response which has a greater tolerance to lols, component

variations and load reactance variations than Butterworth, Chebydhev or

Elliptic structures has been developed using this method. Examples using this

new filter for tolerance enhancement of matching filters and FET feedback

amplifiers are presented.

I
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Introdu ction

i One method for the development of low-cost microvave integrated circuits

involves the design of passive networks that are tolerant of component and

load impedance variations. Such networks when used, for example, in amplifier

circuits would produce essentially uniform terminal characteristics while

allowing for typical device-to-device parameter variations. While this

technique has considerable potential for use in designing low cost MICs, very

little mark has been reported on appropriate design procedures. A new method

for determining suitable matching networks is presented in this paper. In

particular, a solution to the approximation problem for deriving filters with

( greater tolerances to load parasitics, lose and element tolerances is

presented. A polynomial is developed for synthesizing a network with less

sensitivity to parameter variations than Buttervorth, Chebyshev or Elliptic

structures. Examples of circuits utilizing this new filter polynomial are

presented and compared wIth conventional filter designs. The method presented

I in this paper is intended to be used with the synthesis procedures discussed

elsewhere [1,2]. Only lumped element prototypes are considered so that the

I effects of the filtering function, rather than a particular realization

f method,, may be studied.

The first detailed consideration of ideal responses for matching filters

fwas presented by Fano [31. Although Fano demonstrated that a low ripple

Chebyshev response approxmating a constant mismatch was superior to a 'large

I ripple Chebyshev response with the same peak mismatch, he did not explore

filter responses other than Butterworth, Chebyshev and Elliptic types. The

filter polynomial developed In this paper results in a response which

f maximizes the tolerance of the filter to load reactance variations such as in

the input capacity of an FET. This response is derived by realizing that the
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tolerance of a filter to an element variation is maximized when that variation

causes a change in Sll(f) which Is perpendicular to the direction of Sii(f)

[4]. Therefore, a filtering polynomial is developed which causes the change

In Sll(f) with load reactance variations to be perpendicular to the direction

of Sll(f) at the peaks of Sll(f). When the angle factor (defined as the angle

between the direction of Sll(f) and the change in Sll(f) due to a variation in

any component) is an odd multiple of 90 degrees the response is maximally

I tolerant to variations in that component [4]. Consideration of the angle

factor leads to a filter response which has a relatively flat mismatch over

most of the band and a small dip in Slj(f) at the band edge. Such a

Icharacteristic has improved performance over traditional filters.

The transformation from the load imittance plane to the input reflection

coefficient plane and the reverse process are both bilinear transformations.

Therefore, since changes in the real and imaginary parts of the load are

jorthogonal, resulting changes in the input reflection coefficient will be
orthogonal. This property can be exploited to increase the tolerance of

1filter networks to reactive variations in the load. If the filter network is

characterized with an ABCD matrix and a load impedance of the form

ZL(f) - R + j X (f)

4 is assumed, the change in a reflection coefficient due to load reactance

variations can be written as

-, 2 ZLMf

If the load is described as an admittance the corresponding equation is

where YL(f) - G + JB(f).

I
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Since equations (1) and (2) define a derivative from only one circuit

.1 evaluation, they provide efficient tolerance analysis.

I Figure 1 shows the center of the reflection coefficient plane with a

circle euscribing a maximum tolerable reflection, ru., for a circuit such as

I an applifier input matching network. & point, Sll(fo), is located inside this

circle and represents a point on the curve of input reflection versus

frequency. Increases and decreases in the device reactance, typically the

1 input capacitance, will move the point at Sll(fo). This differential movement

is given exactly by equation (1) for any network described by S-parameters

fwith load impedance ZL.

The alternating line of Figure 1 shows the maximum symmetric tolerance

Iabout the point at S 1 1 (fo). The dashed line of Figure 1 shows an asymmetric

tolerance which for practical purposes should be limited to its maximum

symmetric variation. This shows how variations in the device input

f capacitance will have a minimum tolerance if they cause radial excursions inj

Sll(fo) and a maximum tolerance if they cause excursions of Sll(fo) along the

I alternating line of Figure 1. The tolerance in the device input capacitance

would be that percentage change which caused Sll(fo) to lie on the rmax

circle.

I
I The change in Sll(f) with frequency is given by the equation,

where A, B, C, and D are the ABCD matrix parameters for the matching network.

Equation (3.) shows that for all low Q or resistive matching networks the

absolute direction of OSl1(f)/8f is exactly the same as that of bSll(f)/OX(f),I

I

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . I -
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depending only on the sign of X/8 f. For these networks reactive variations

in the load have their maximum tolerance when the magnitude of Sll(f) is a

constant over the passband, i.e. the matching filter has a flat mismatched

I response. While practical networks are not resistive and rarely low Q,

I equation (3) leads to the conclusion that matching networks should provide a

flat mismatch at least over the center of the band and should not have large

ripples. For this reason a Butterworth filter has a midband tolerance to load

reactance variations greater than a Chebyshev filter even when the Butterworth

I response has a flat misuatch greater than the peak of the Chebyshev (Figure 2

and Table I). The superior performance of the Butterworth response in its

midband is due to its 90 degree angle factor.

f A classical approximation for the tolerance of a filter to load

variations is given by [5,6]

Z classical tolerance (f) = 100 • .M.-hlI4?J1  (4)
Isll(f )I I S1 I'

~S11

where Sx  is the classical sensitivity defined as:

-Z SxS l __

Note that equation (1) may be used to compute the classical sensitivity

without the need for a derivative.

This approximation gives the minimum bound on the load reactance

( tolerance as the tolerance goes to zero. A better approximation to the load

reactance tolerance uses the angular relationship between Sll(f) and its

( change with respect to a load reactance to give

damn
Z corrcted tolerance (f) 100 l,(fl SXl  (5)

I i+
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vhere

"dOi minimum (S11 cos (*- e) ± - (S sll n (* - e) ]2

and S11  IS11(f)I , * - -C S11(f), e 4 ' SIf

The difference between e and # is the angle factor, and maximum tolerances

occur at odd multiples of 90e. This tolerance measure will always be greater

than or equal to the classical first order tolerance approximation because the

i classical tolerance uses the minimum radial distance from Sjl(fo) to the rMsx

circle, as seen by the dashed line in Figure 1, while the corrected tolerance

Iincludes the angle of response variation. It will be demonstrated in the

results section that this corrected tolerance gives a better approximation to

the tolerance magnitude and the frequency where the circuit first falls out of

( specification.

Because the Butterworth filter has optimal Ldband tolerances, and poor

I tolerances at the band edges, a more tolerant filter can be derived from a

response which has a wide, flat mismatch at the aidband and small dips in

811 (f) toward the band edges. It is important that the dips in S1 1(f) do not

go to zero so that they cause only a small ripple in the response. An

increase in band edge tolerances results. This new response appears as a

mismatched second order Chebyshev filter. The filtering polynomial, however,

is not a Chebyshev polynomial. The new filter polynomial has two ripples for

all orders and exists only for third and higher order filters. A Chebyshev

polynomial, however, may be considered as a degenerate case for a second order

filter. 7h* filtering polynomital has a larger tolerance to load variations

over ts passband than a Butterworth, Chebyshev, or a mismatched version of

either. For a third order filter the polynomial is:

734(p) 2 p 3 + 2 +  p + 1, (6)

j.
I
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where a is the distance to the Sll(f) zeros (matched case) in the normalized

• I filter,

and p - d + jw. The characteristics of this filter are:

I Fac(O) - 1.0,

rndJ") = 0.0,

and Fna(j) - 1.0 for the matched case.

I This may be used to construct a fourth order filter with the same a as a

third order, and higher orders may be obtained from the recursion formula:

F(n+l)a - (p2 + l)F(nl)a + pOnu, (8)

where n is the order of the filter*

I • esults

The network of Figure 3 was used to examine the tolerances of

Butterworth, Chebyshev and the new filter to variations in a series load

f capacitance. In order to give a fair comparison between the filter types,

each filter is designed to have a bandwidth such that

rjnI ,LfId - (9)

7'where K is the same for all filters. All filters, therefore, have the same

J ability to absorb complex load reactances.

The maximum percentage tolerance of a series or parallel load capacitance

f" assuming that Sll(fo) - 0, the matching network is lossless, the network is

reciprocal and the percentage change In the capacitance is small is calculated

I tAfourth order polynoial is:

4(p) p3 02+1 2 + p+ 1

I
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" with the expression, 
12200

Z tolerance - (l_rx0)

where Qf is the device input Q at fo. This expression establishes an upper

I limit for circuit tolerancing and aids in device selectioh.

In the network shown in Figure 3 the load is a narrowband model of the

Iinput impedance of a 2501L wide FET used over the 3.7 to 4.2 G(z range. Lf, Cf

and R are 1.4 ni, .3 pF and 8 ohms respectively. Note that ideal responses

were obtained by neutralizing the load reactances with negative components and

using an ideal transformer. Tn practice, Youla's broadband equalization

theory [7] would be used to neutralize the load reactances and the ideal

transformer could be absorbed into the filter by Norton's transformation or

-the use of imittance inverters. Figures 3 and 4 show plots of third order

I Chebyshev and Butterworth filters with a normal and 2Z high FET capacitance.

These plots are only from 3.75 to 4 GHz for clarity, and have the normal

capacitance, .3 pF, as the circled points and the high value as triangular

j points. These filters were designed for peak reflections less than .26 from

3.7 to 4.2 GHz. Note how the Chebyshev filter violates its specifications in

i the midband while the mismatched Butterworth filter fails at the band edges.

The Butterworth filter also had a higher K than the Chebyshev which shows that

for a given value of K a Chebyshev response is a better choice than a

( Buttervorth response.

The Chebyshev filter is less tolerant because the reactance variation

I causes a change in Sll(f) that is not quite tangent to Sll(f) at the ripple

peaks (the angle factor is not 90 degrees), and the change in Sll(f) due to

reactive load variations becomes tangent to the curve of Sll(f) at higher

I [frequencies. This means that the rapid magnitude change in S 1 1 (f) allows

'I

I

.. . .. ..r . . . .. . --- -
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reactive variations in the load to cause nearly radial variations in S 1 1(f)

thereby degrading the tolerance. Chebyshev (and Elliptic) responses are only

optimal when both passband and stopband responses have tight specifications.

As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, the mismatched Butterworth response has a

greater tolerance in the midband even though its smallest reflection is equal

to the peak reflection of the Chebyshev. The Butterworth filter's tolerance

is reduced at the band edges because variations in the load reactance cause

changes in Sll(f) which begin to be tangent to the S1 1(f) vector. Since the

I Butterworth filter has nearly ideal tolerance properties in its midband,

modifying its band edge response will lead toward optimally tolerant filters.

As shown in equation (1), the design of load tolerant filters in lossless

I reciprocal structures involves only the manipulation of the S 1 (M) vector.

Reciprocal structures must rely on angular relationships or loss for tolerant

design, as seen via the $21(f) and S1 2 (f) terms in equations (1) and (3).. The

S1 2 (f) term in equation (1) shows how circulators and isolators allow

I tolerance to load variations In nonreciprocal networks. A second point of

clarification concerns the straight lines drawn in Figure 1. The bilinear

nature of networks causes most variations to have a finite curvature. This

I causes the calculations in equations (4), (5) and (10), which are based on the

straight lines of Figure 1, to be approximate.

I Various bandpass networks'represented by Figure 3 were characterized by

their tolerances to load reactance variations, element variations and loss

over the 3.7 to 4.2 Gz range. Table I gives the element values for a

.j [ Chebyshev filter of .5 Gbz bandwidth and pmax - .26, a mismatched Chebyshev

filter of .5617 G(z bandwidth, px a .23 and pmjn - .115, and a mismatched

~ jversion of the filter of equation (6) with .53 G~s bandwidth, a *.78, pw -

Lj .23 and Pajm " .115. All of the filters have a center frequency of 3.942 Gz.

I. . .
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All of the above filters also have a K, as def ned by equation (10), of

I approximatly 7.4 x 10 9 . This was dome to ensure a physical basis of

comparison since K relates directly to the load reactance wch my be

absorbed by the filter [I]. For lossy filters, the conductances and

resistance* of Table I apar in prallel or series with their respective

resonant circuits shown in Figure 3. A large bandwidth Butterworth filter

with large mismatch, Pain - .278, was Included to show bow it is the

combination of the angle factor and the reflection coefficient magnitude that

jdetermine the tolerance to load variations. As shown in Table II, this

Butterworth filter has a larger tolerance than the Chebyshev filter, yet its

Ireflection coefficient is always greater than the Chebyshev. Sowever, the

SButterworth filter shown bre is not comparable to the other filters, because

of its bandwidth of 2 GE. which makes its K far too large for comparison (see 40

Figure 2).

T ble It gives the tolerances of the various filter types to load

I reactance variations. The additional tolerances in Table I are for the first

I and second least tolerant filter elements, as labeled. The tolerance

informstion is given for a vmim S 1 1(f) - .333 - rz with only one

component being varied. This table shows that the mismatched Chebyshev and

the new filter have up to a fifty percent increase in device tolerance and a

I three hundred percent increase in e.ement tolerances over a Chebyshev filter.

Furthermore, the new filter shows'a greater increase in device tolerance and

most sensitive element tolerance than the mismatched Chebyshev. These

I increases In tolerance can ms circuits much easier to tune and even

eliminate tuning In soes cases. The mismatched Butterworth response is

* tabulated only to Illustrate the effect of the angle factor on circuit

performance. This wide banwidth filter has a nearly constant reflection

I m
a 

- -
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coefficient of p = 0.278 across the 3.7 to 4.2 G0z band, and an angle factor

around 90 degrees. Although the reflection coefficient of this Butterworth

response is higher than the peak reflection coefficient of the Chebyshev

I response, the Buttervorth filter has a larger tolerance to load variations.

The larger tolerance is due to the 90 degree angle factor of the broadband

Butterworth filter, and so demonstrates the Importance of the angle factor in

tolerant filter design. The improvement of the mismatched Chebyshev response

over the normal Chebyshev response may be attributed to the reduction of its

fmaximum reflection coefficient, while the improvement of the new filter over
the mismatched Chebyshev is because the new filter has an angle factor nearer

to 90* at the peak of S11 (f). Thus, the new filter is the most tolerant

design. The ideal tolerance of equation (9) is included in the table as an

approximate upper limit for the device tolerance.

Table III compares the tolerances of the new filter to load reactance

variations using the first order classical [equation (4)] and angle factor

I corrected [equation (5)] methods. The classical method gives a minimum device

I tolerance of 1.3Z at 3.94 0Hz, while the corrected method gives a minimum

device tolerance of 1.71 at 3.85 and 4.05 GHz. The actual device tolerances

[are 1.831 at 3.85 GHz and -1.8% at 3.7 and 4.05 G0z simultaneously. This

demonstrates that the corrected response gives a better measure of the device

Itolerance and the frequency where the specification is violated.
[It is well known that monolithic microwave circuits are lossy compared to

hybrid circuits. Therefore it is Important to noise figure and circuit

performance that the filters be affected as little as possible by loss.

Figures 6 through 9 demonstrate the effects of uniform element Qs of 25 on

* the three filter types discussed. In both reflection and transmission, the

new filter is least affected by loss. The new filter givas .7 and 2.5 db less

1 loss at the band edges and .4 and 1.3 db less loss at the band center than the

,I
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mismatched and normal Chebyshev filters, 
respectively. Note that

jpredistortion would help the band edge response but hurt the band center

response. The end result is that the new filter would give a better noise

I figure than either of the Chebyshev filters. Table IV compares the tolerances

of the lossy filters. Again, the new filter gives an overall higher tolerance

I to both element and device (load) variations.

Table V gives the tolerance results for a broadband FET feedback

amplifier. This amplifier used a 750 i vide FET of Cf - .6pF and ga - .065

I hos with an LC matching filter (C1, L2) and a feedback resistor (RFB) of 180

ohms, as shown in Figure 10. Thi FET model included source inductance and

I other pertinent components. Two different matching filters were used with

this amplifier, and have responses shown in Figure 11. The first design was

tuned" to provide zero reflection near 7 GHz, and results in a familiar

J humped response. The second response was designed to give a finite but

flatter VSWR across the entire band. This latter design is less

straightforward, but results in a much greater tolerance to both the FET and

the circuit elements.

Conclusion

The consideration of the angle between the S11(f) vector and the change

in Sll(f) due to load reactance variations has been used to design a more

I tolerant filter characteristic. This angle factor also explains why Chebyshev

filters have a low tolerance for a given mismatch. A corrected first order

approximation to load reactance tolerance was given which has greater accuracy

with no additional circuit calculations. While the filter was designed

specifically for a greater tolerance to load reactance variations, the filter

showed increased tolerances to element variations and the effects of loss.

Since insensitivity to loss and the greatest possible tolerances are essential

![
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to designing lover cost and easily tuned microwave 
circuits, the design

techniques described above should aid the production of all microwave

circuits, especially monolithic circuits.

J The basic concepts of this paper are given in equations (1) and (5).

These my be generalized to state that the sensitivity of any element in a

filter is proportional to the product of the amount of power delivered to it

from the source and the amount of power it may deliver back to the source; and

that since circuit respones are vectors, it is useful to view the problem of

j maximizing a tolerance as that of maximizing the distance the response must

travel before it violates a specification. These concepts are best satisfied

in reciprocal filtering networks by using a mismatched response and making the

tangular relationship between the response and its perturbation due to any one
element variation equal to'an odd multiple of 90 degrees..

ii
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~TABLE I

FILTER ELEMENT VALUES
fo - 3.942 G~z

(GE:) n C(pF) Ll(nH) GI(mQ) L2 (nR) C2 (PF) 2(Q) C3 (PF) L3(nE) G3(mQ)
Type _ _ _ _

Ihebyshev .5 2.5 8.729 .1867 8.648 18.11 .09 17.94 8.729 .1867 8.64

fChebyshev .5617 2.228 8.585 .1899 8.51 13.99 .1165 13.86 7.005 .2327 6.94

|nisastched)

New filter .53 1.978 8.594 .1897 8.52 12.49 .131 12.37 5.138 .3173 5.09
S378

aismatched)*

Butterworth** 2.0 1.879 .5735 2.842 .447 3.64 .213 7.64
(mismatched) _

*This denotes a third order filter with reflection zeros at .78 of the filter bandwidth.
(**The Butterworth response has too large a bandwidth and is used only for illustrating the

importance of the angle factor.

I
TABLE II

BANDFASS ATCHING FILTER TOLERANCES

Allowed Element Tolerances (Z)
Circuit Parameters for rmax - .333 and 3.7-4.2 GHz range

(see Figure 3)

Filter BW(GHz) Pmax Device
j Cf 1 2

Chebyshev .5 .1 •22 .64Z L2, C2 1.96Z C1 . L1rChebyshev .5617 .23 1.431 2.022 L2 , C2 3.39Z Cl, L1

',New Filter .53 .23 1.81 2.91 C1 , L2 3.05% L2 , C2

Butterworth* 2. .278 2.21

SIdeal (equ 10) 3-9Z

* *The Butterworth response has too large a band7width for meaningful, comparison and is used only
I'to illustrate how the angle factor allows a relatively high tolerance even when the reflection
coefficient is large,I-

,I
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TABLE III

LOAD REACTANCE TOLERANCE OF LOSSLESS FILTERS

Classical (eqn 3) Corrected (equ 4) Actual
Tol (Z) Freq (GHz) Tol (1) Freq (GHz) Tol (%) Freq (GHz)

Chebyshay .9 3.825 1.3 3.82-5 1.2 3.83

Chebyshev 1.2 3.8 1.4 3.825 1.43 3.825
(mismatched)

New Filter 1.3 3.94 1.7 3.85 1.83 3.85
(mismatched)I - __ _ __

TABLE IV

ELEMENT TOLERANCES OF LOSSY FILTERS

f element Q -25

Allowed Element Tolerances (2)

for rmax .333 and 3.7-4.2 GHz range
(see Figure 3 and Table 1)

Circuit Parameters Device CircuitCf 1

Filter BW(GHz) Psax

Chebyshev. .5 .26 1.1% 34 CL, Ll 1.22 L2, C2

Chebyshev .5617 .23 1.6% .9% C1 , L1  2.21 L2 , C2

New Filter .53 .23 1.82 .9Z Cj, Li 2.4Z L2, C2

f
1.

.4e
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TABLE V

. TABMACING FILTER TOLERANCES

Allowed Element Tolerances (Z)
Broadband FET Amplifier (1-9 GEx)

for r. - .333 and S21>1.75

Matching Filter Device Circuit
Filter Cl(pF) L2(nR) Cf 1 2Tuned . 37..>5 .5 2 >%a

l .g

[
-4 I'
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Figure 1. A Smith chart containing the maximum tolerable reflection, rFax,
and the input reflection coefficient at fo, Sll(fo). The dashedaJ radial line represents the direction of minimum absolute variation
in Sll(fo). The alternating line perpendicular to the Sll(fo)
vector represents the direction of maximum absolute tolerance since
the distance between Sll(fo) and the rmx circle is maximized.

Figure 2. A plot of VSWR versus frequency for a third order Chebyshev filter
(solid line) with a peak reflection of .258, a mismatched Chebyshev
filter (dashed line) with maximum and minimum reflection of .23 and
.115 respectively, and a large bandwidth mismatched Butterworth
filter (alternating line) with a midband reflection coefficient ofI .278.

Figure 3. The third order lumped filter network used in examining the
I tolerances of filter responses. Inductors and capacitors one

through three represent lossless filter elements. R, Cf and Lf
represent a. narrowband model of an FET input Impedance. The ideal
transformer and negative elements are used to equalize the filter
for the complex FET impedance without disturbing the filter
components. This enables filter and device component variations to
be analyzed.

-Figure 4. Input reflection plot of a narrowband mismatched Butterworth filter
versus frequency. The circles represent the true response, and the
triangles represent the response with Cf designed to cover 3.7 to
4.2 GEz, but only 3.75 to 4 GEz is shown for clarity. The rmax
circle is for a reflection coefficient of .333. Note how the
Butterworth filter fails at the band edge and has ideal tolerance( characteristics in its midband.

Figure 5. Input reflection plot.of the Chebyshev filter in Figure 2. Only
3.75 to 4 GWz of the 3.7 to 4.2 G~z passband is shown for clarity.
Again, the rmax circle is at a reflection of .333, the circles
represent the true response, and the triangles represent the
response for a 2% increase in Cf. Note how the Chebyshev response
is moved in a nearly radial direction at the response peak. This
radial variation causes the Chebyshev to have a poor tolerance to
load variations.

Figure 6. VSiR versus frequency plot for three of the filters described in
Tables I through IV. The solid line is the Chebyshev with a peak
reflection of .258. The dashed line is a mismatched Chebyshev with

i r1efl ctlon maxima and minima of .23 and .115 respectively. The
alternating line Is the new filter with reflection maxima and
minima of .23 and .115 respectively. All of the filters have the
same return-loss bandwidth product, which means they all have the
same ability to equalie a complex load.

V
$ I
I I I:
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I Figure 7. VSWR versus frequency plot for the filters described in Figure 6
having lossy elements with Q's of 25. Note the narrow bandwidth of
thenChebysheVn(solid line) and the flat response of the new filter

(alternating line).

Figure 8. Gain versus frequency plot for the lossless filters described in
Figure 6. Note the Chebyshev (solid line), mismatched Chebyshev
(dashed line), and mismatched F3 .78 (alternating line) responses.
The new filter has a double peaked response for all orders.

J Figure 9. Gain versus frequency plot for the filters described in Figure 6
having lossy elements with Q's of 25. The Chebyshev response
(solid line) is severely rounded and has the greatest loss. The
mismatched Chebyshev response (dashed line) has less loss, but the
lowest loss is in the F3 .78 response (alternating line). The F3.7 8
response is relatively flat and has one to two db less loss than
the Chebyshev response. This allows less tuning and a lower noise
figure.

Figure 10. Model of an FET feedback amplifier.

Figure 11. VSWR versus frequency plot for the )FET feedback amplifier with a
tuned input matching network (solid line), and a flat responsef matching network (dashed line).

I
I

i-
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A Theory of Even and Odd Order Low-Pass Impedance Matching Filters*

I A. N. Riddle and R. J. Trew
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department

North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina 27650

(919) 737-2336

S I "

!
IABSTRACT

A theory of impedance matching with low-pass filters is presented which

includes both even and odd order networks. It is shown that the odd order

networks contain an insensitive element which should prove useful in

minimizing the tuning (and thus the cost) of microwave amplifiers. A fifth

order Chebyshev network is used as an example in which the last shunt

capacitor in the matching network is varied ±50% while maintaining a VSWR <

1.5:1 over nearly an octave.

[
[

*This work was supported by the Army Research Office under contract
No. DAAG29-80-K-0080.
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A Theory of Even and Odd Order Low-Pass Impedance Matching Filters*

A. N. Riddle and R. J. Trew
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department

North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina 27650

(919) 737-2336

INTRODUCTION

Low-pass LC filter networks have formed the basis of many useful

impedance matching networks [1-5]. This is because low-pass networks resemble

fthe topology of most devices (especially bipolar transistors), low-pass

networks allow bias current to pass to the device, and low-pass networks are

less sensitive to component variatioas than band-pass networks. Various

I. impedance-transforming low-pass networks (matching filters) have been designed

12-4) using a low-pass filter prototype with a transformation which results in

an even order low-pass matching filter with twice the number of components as

the original filter. Tables of these networks have proved useful in amplifier

Idesign [6]. It should be emphasized that the networks described in [2-4] are

true impedance matching devices which are capable of zero reflection

coefficients and unity gains at specific frequencies. These networks

accomplish this by virtue of the frequency transformation used in their

filtering function. The filtering function is typically of a Butterworth,

I Chebyshev or Elliptic function form. The frequency transformation maps w to a

function of w2 which creates an even order filter with an even number of

components. The resulting filtering function has twice the order of the

I filtering function before application of the frequency transformation. While

odd-order matching filters [71 are at least as useful as even-order matching

dd d a hnfilters, a derivation of the odd-order filtering functin has not been

- reported. This paper presents an extension to the theory of low-pass

it', _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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j impedance matching filters by including a derivation of the filtering function

for filters with even and odd numbers of components.

Since definitive treatments of broadband equalization networks already

I exist [8,9], this paper will not discuss those methods. Rather, this paper

describes the derivation of the impedance matching polynomials to be used in

Youla's method of equalization. A simple method of reactance equalization is

described in this paper to illustrate the usefulness of odd-order, low-pass

I . matching filters. The filters described in this paper should not be confused

I with those in [8] since the latter achieved impeance matching with ideal

transformers and this paper describes low-pass filters capable of impedance

transformation.

A main point in this paper is the demonstration of how the symmetry of

I odd-order networks allows a certain component to vary with little influence on

the impedance matching properties of the network. The insensitive component

is the reactance in series with the larger terminating resistance, or the

I reactance in parallel with the smaller terminating resistance. This means

that the shunt capacity of a bipolar transistor input impedance may be used as

II part of the matching network, and yet device-to-device variations will cause

negligible change in circuit performance. This property results because the

first component in series with a low load impedance (with respect to the

[ generator impedance) has a greater influence on impedance matching than the

component in parallel with the load impedance. Therefore, such circuits have

( an inherent insensitivity to device variations. This inherent insensitivity

Is very Important in the development .of low-cost microwave amplifiers using

r
L

on-chip matching networks.

4
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Traditionally, impedance matching networks are divided into classes

which do [11] and do not (2] use ideal transformers. This paper considers

the insertion-loss theory of low-pass impedance matching networks without

S I ideal transformers. Two classes of polynomials are presented in order to

demonstrate the use of this theory in both narrow- and broad-band matching

networks.

i Throughout this paper, network frequency and impedance scaling nota-

tion (7] is used so that R1 - 1 9 and i =1 Hz.

THEORY

The following method for synthesizing matchir networks is based on

what is loosely termed "insertion-loss" theory. This thecry uses the ideas

I of a lossless network and the conservation of energy. Consider a generator,
10

I lossless network, and a load resistance as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed

that the generator is capable of delivering one unit of power, and it follows

I that the sum of the power reflected from the network and the power transmitted

to the load must equal unity, the power available from the generator. In S-

I parameter notation [10],

ISn,(P)1 2 + IS12 (p)[ 2 " 1, (1)

I where generally p - a + jw and S12(p) - S21(p) (from reciprocity). Sll(p)

Sand 2 1 (p) are represented by the polynomial functions D(p) and H(p) as

shown in equations (2) and (3)1

1 1 (p) (2)H(P)

S21 (p) - (p) (3)

(p)

'a 6'
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The polynomial which describes the characteriitic function of the

matching filter, D(p), must allow the transfer function of the network,

S21(P), to have a loss at p-0 which is dependent upon the generator and

Iload resistances, and zero loss at some specified frequencies. Using

S-parameter notation, and p-jt,

S21(P)S 21(-p) 1 + _ (4)
i £D(p)D(-p) + 1 EH(p)H(-p)

where, with reference to Fig. 1,

I =
(RI-R2) 

2

€ TR1R2  (5)

I • and

- D(p) - (1 + bp)M(p2 ), (6)

where M(p2 ) satisfies certain conditions, and b is a parameter. The

Iconditions on M(p2 ) are that
M(O) - 1, (7)

and for some given wi, the matching frequencies,

[ (-) -0. (8)

The parameter b is a real number which is approximately proportional1 .1

to the square of the Q of the load resistance and the component nearest the

load. An empirical expression for b in the case of a fifth order Chebyshev

network, which is given in the synthesis example, is

j R2

Note that for b-0, the Cn in Fig. . becomes zero (i.e., an open circuit),

lI the network is of even order and the expressions reduce to those described

[l by existing theory (8].
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The narrow-band case may be satisfied by allowing M(p2) to be a poly-

nomial (in p2) with the binomial coefficients. This allows

I H(0) - 1

and,

M(-W ) m wo - 1"

For example, a sixth order function using the binomial coefficients would

be:

M(p2 ) - 1 + 3p2 + 3p4 + p6  (10)

s0, M(0) - 1

and, M( _ 2 ) = 1 - U2 + 3 4  W6

0 0 0O 0

-0 WO=

The broad-band matching filter is developed collateral with [21 and

[3]. This development uses the transformation

w2- O (11) iIA
with the well known Chebyshev polynomials, Cn(w)[ 12], where n is the degree

I of the polynomial. The variables in (7) are

- 2 the center radian frequency, (12)
2

A a - , £ bandwidth parameter (13)
2

. , ,
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where

wU - the upper passband edge, and

wL - the lower passband edge.

j Then,

IC(wz) (14)

I ooS?
vkher n oddwhere K

I n even' (15)

I and

II1W 1

i! It will prove useful to give an example of matching filter synthesis.

~This example will consist of a fifth order Chebyshev matching filter. A

I fifth order network is chosen so that the zeros of the Qhebyshev function

rill be evident and the insensitivity of the element nearest the load can

I be demonstrated. Note that impedance and frequency scaling have been used.

Consider the matching filter of Fig. 2 terminated with

1 1" 1.0 N

Via equation (5) it is found that

- ..3333.. "

O[1
f4
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I Let us take wo I and choose a bandwidth of approximately 31%.

i Therefore it is chosen that

A - .3115,

since A is a paremeter roughly equal to the fractional bandwidth. Once

A and wO are known, both wU and wL may be found by using equations (12)

and (13), so,

wT - 1.145

wL - .8295

Since n - 5 is odd, K - 2 from equation (15), and so the second order

Chebyshev polynomial found in [12 1 may be combined with equation (11) to yield,

H(-W2) - - - , (16)

I C2(wz) 2v..1

A2  2w4 - w +2% -1 17

2 4  A2  A2  A2

I (-W2) - 1 (20.615 w4 
- 41.229 w2 + 19.615) (18)

19.615

and

M(p2) - 1.051 p4 + 2.102 p2 + 1.

Then, letting b-1,

if D(p) =*(1+P)M(p2)

- 1.051 p5 + 1.051 p4 + 2.102 p3 + 2.102 p2 + p + 1. (19)

I The matching filter is synthesized from this characteristic function

by using the relations,

821(P)S21('P) cD(p)D(-p)+l cH(p)H(-p)

- 1 - 8(P)S11(-P)•OT

I11J
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These relations reduce to

( Sl(p) - D(p) (20)

I where the quadrantal symmetry of the zeros of cD(p)D(-p)+l may be used to

efficiently derive H(p) within a constant multiplier. This constant multi-

plier is found by recognizing that since these are low-pass filters,

Si 4 S 1( ) , (21)p.,, P- H(p)

so,

li ) - - lir D(p)p ,,- P-f (22),

I with the positive sign generally used.

The network elements are then derived by a continued fraction A

S I expansion of

I (P) 1 + Sll(p)

I - Sll(p) (23)

I Substituting equation (19) into equations (4), (1), and (20) gives the

result of equation (23) as

Y(p) * 2.1 p5+3.87 p4+7.45 p3+8.58 p2+5.77 p+3 . (24)
1.76 p4+3.24 p3+4.38 p2 + 3.77 p+l

A continued fraction expansion of equation (24) gives the elements of

Fig. 2 as

C1 - 1.19 7

IL 2 -. 79 H

C3 -2.94 P

L4 - .463 H

and C5 - 1.64 7.

... ... .. . .. . ,.-
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It should be recognized that if C5 was the parasitic capacity of a

load impedance, then equation (9) could have been used to calculate b so

that the synthesized network would achieve a C5 of the desired value.

In the previous example,I
b C5R2 -)2 (1.64) (. 3333)2 1.03

.42(1+ .095) .42(1+ .095 )
k .3333

I which is so close to the chosen b-1 as to give an excellent approximation.

ISENSITIVITYI
In order to demonstrate the insensitivity of the matching characteristics

of this network to variations in C5 , where C5 may be taken as the parasitic 40

parallel capacity associated with the load, the VSWR of the network was

I calculated as C5 was varied * 50%.

[ The solid, dashed, and alternating lines in Fig. 3 indicate the network's

input VSWR for C5 - 1.64 F, C5 ,- 1.5 (1.64)F and C5 - .5 (1.64)F, respectively.

Note that the variation of C5 shifts the center frequency of the network, and

increased the input VSWR (Pig. 3); however, the network obtains a VSWR <1.53
for almost an octave in all cases.

I (The insensitivity of these networks is a general property which can be j
deduced from the Chain (ABCD) matrix representation [131. This representation

shown that the use of different resistors in a doubly terminated network will

cause the transfer function to be less dependent on the last element at one

end of the filter. For the odd-order filter with shunt elements at the input

and output, the element nearest the low resistance termination is least sensi-

tive. Thus, the odd-order filter is the only network which is capable of a

I desenitixed shunt capacitor on the low ispedance' side of the network.

I
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This desensitization may be heuristically explained by noting that

the basic matching circuit is in the form of an L-network. A match between

two unequal resistances is mainly dependent upon the first element shunting

9 the larger resistance, and the first element in series with the lover

resistance. Because of this, elements in shunt with the lower resistance

and in series with the higher resistance play a lesser role in the matching

circuit.

Conclusions

A general form for the characteristic function of a low-pass matching

filter has been introduced. This characteristic function allows both even

and odd-order networks to be derived. Furthermore, it has been shown that

I the odd-order networks can minimize the sensitivity of the matching filter

* to variations in the parallel capacity of a low impedance load. This

property should be useful for monolithic circuits and the internal matching

networks of packaged transistors. In the interest of generality, two

different classes of polynomils have been given which satisfy the require-

• I mants of the characteristic function for narrow-band and broad-band

applications.

5 It should be noted that the parameter b is roughly proportional to

I the square of the Q of the last element and the termination in the matching

filter. Therefore, as b is reduced, the bandwidth of the filter will

increase slightly as the odd order filter degenerates to an even order

filter.

This analysis is presented to further the understanding of impedance

I matching networks. Since Impedance matching is sine qua none in micro-

wave amplifiers and antennas, the uicrowave engineer should have as many

A tools, as is possible..

..... I
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i Fig. 1 General odd order low-pass network with source resistance,
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Fig. 2 Fifth order low-pass matching filter with element values
given in the text.,
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